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PREFACE

THE

short instructions

ness which go

to

on personal

make up

holi-

this little

book have for the most part appeared

Work under
heading "The Month's Thought." The
pages of The Queen's

in the

the
re-

ception they have met in that form has been
so

favorable,

and

so

many

readers

have

written to express their appreciation of them,
that

it

has been decided to accept the mul-

tiplied suggestions

and print them

in a con-

venient book.

Whoever may be helped by

these simple

suggestions and reflections to take a step

nearer to

God and

to

heaven

a prayer for the writer.

is

asked to say
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YOUR SOUL'S SALVATION
WHEN YOU AWAKE

OUR

waking hour

than

we

self the

we

first

is

more important

ever dream.

It

has in

it-

keynote of the day. When
in the morning, what

open our eyes

do we think of, what do we resolved Our
acts and thoughts are so linked together that
upon this first moment depends the color and
the action of the following hours.

Great wisdom, then, to give those first moments to Him to whom we wish the whole
day to go to God. Most of us, when we
awake, are inclined to cast a half -conscious

—

glance over the day and see what
store for us.

Out of our

it

sleepy eyes

has in

we

look

waking hours and
speculate and plan. If there is any special
good fortune in store for us, it makes us
cheerful. If we anticipate a coming sorrow,
we grow sad.
Now, whether sorrow or joy is coming to
us, the wisest thing we can do is to give it all
forward

through

the

9

When Tou Awake

lo

over from the beginning into the
into the
is

Heart of God.

Our

to be a loving thought of

Hands and

first

thought

God which

will

mind and inspire our thoughts
the day. Our first act of the will

consecrate our

through all
is to be an offering of the day with all its
thoughts and words and actions in union with
His Sacred Heart and with the Heart of His
Blessed Mother and with the tremendous
sacrifice of the Mass which He offers on so
many altars every morning. This intention,
never withdrawn, and, better still, often renewed during our waking hours, will make
Christ live in us and let us live in

Besides the

Morning

Him.

Offering,

there

is

another most blessed and fruitful practice

which we should all resolve upon and which
begins at the waking hour. It is called by

examen of conscience,
and it is practised in this way: After we
have offered our thoughts and words and
acts to God, we cast a glance over the coming day and make a strong and earnest purspiritual writers the

pose to serve
hours.
ficulty

We
we

God

faithfully all during the

some special difmeet in the way of goodness,

foresee perhaps

shall

When Tou Awake
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and resolve and pray to overcome it. We
anticipate some special occasion of doing
good and make up our mind gladly to embrace it. Then, in a little prayer, we thank
God for His blessings already given, ask pardon for our past offenses, and beg His grace
that during the coming day we may go forward in His service and not offend Him.
This will take only a few moments when
we wake, and it is the first part of our examination of conscience.

The hours run

swiftly and bring us to noon

—a

splendid

time to pause and look backward and for-

ward. This will be the second part of our
examen.
At some quiet moment we once
more think of the good resolutions of the
morning. How have we carried them out?

We

run over rapidly hour by hour, ask ourwhat we have done for God and what
we have done against Him. "Give an acare anticicount of thy stewardship."
pating God's judgment. A good order for
our thoughts is this: First, a brief act of
thanksgiving for God's goodness during the
Second, a prayer for light that
morning.
we may know how we have served or

selves

We

When Tou Awake
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offended

Him.

Third, the brief review of
Fourth, an act of

the hours of the morning.

deep sorrow for whatever sins we have committed and finally an earnest little prayer
for grace to serve

After this

little

God

better in the future.

interview with God, you

new courage and peace. Then
renew your offering and resolutions of the
morning, and resolve most earnestly to serve
God with more diligence and love from noon

will feel a

until dark.

The afternoon runs on and brings us
The hour of bedtime comes.

swiftly to night.

Now

is

the time to complete your daily ex-

After your prayer is said and
amination.
before you go to sleep, run briefly again over
the five points which you touched on at your
midday examen, a prayer of thanks, a prayer
for light, then go over the hours of the after-

noon and see in what you have offended God
and in what you have pleased Him. Then
a brief but fervent act of sorrow and finally
an earnest prayer that to-morrow you may
make up for to-day and that you may go
If
forward in praising and loving God.
this is your last thought at night, you will

When Tou Awake
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morning with thoughts of
God in your mind and ready to renew again
this holy and simple progress toward good-

wake up

in the

ness.

This

practice

is

most

earnestly

com-

all spiritual writers, and it has
done wonders in bringing ordinary Chris-

mended by

tians to heights of goodness.

the whole day to

expense!

Only

God, and

three

at morning, noon,

and

It consecrates

at

moments
night,

you no time and very
these moments to God.

little

Yet

your whole day with

slight

are needed,

and

it

will cost

effort to give
if

in earnest in this holy practice.
rich

what

many

He sees you
He will engraces.

Be-

gin this very day and resolve that to-morrow

your waking hour will be given to God, that
at noon and night and all successive days,
you will practise the fruitful activity of this
general examen of conscience.
There is another part to this devotion of
the examen of conscience, and it is called
the particular examen.
In the particular examen we set ourselves
to practise some virtue, or to root out some
special fault. It is an old remark that every

When Tou Awake
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man

has some predominant weakness, some

and foundation fault which shows itWith some it is an in-

central

self in all his sins.

ordinate pride, with others a love of pleasure,

with others

still

setting sins

have been

a love of ease.

These be-

classified, as it

were,

under the heads of the seven deadly sins of
Pride, Covetousness, Lust, Anger, Gluttony,

By

Envy, and Sloth.
our

own

thinking a bit over

we shall easily see to
sins we are most inclined.

misdeeds,

which one of these
There then is our dangerous enemy, and to
obtain the opposite virtue should be our most
earnest object and desire.
If our fault is a very glaring one and may
be observed and give scandal to others, then

we should

attack

it

particular examen.

shows

itself

commission,

directly

But

by means of a
a fault which

if it is

more

in sins of omission than of

it is

better sometimes not to at-

but to try to remedy it by
Thus, for
cultivating the opposite virtue.
instance, if we are given to outbursts of
anger, our particular examen should be ditack

it

directly,

rected toward correcting our temper.
if

we

But

are inclined to the sin of sloth or that

When Tou Awake
of selfishness, then
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we should do

better to

and to make
our particular examen bear on being energetic and industrious, or on doing good to
cultivate the opposite virtue,

others.

What

is

sists in this,

the particular examen*?

It con-

that at three times or moments,

the hour of waking, midday, and the hour of
retiring,

we

join to our general examination

of conscience this following practice: After

going over the five points described, we
should call briefly to mind the special fault

which we have determined to correct, or the
special virtue we have resolved to practise.
In the morning we make a strong resolve to
practise this virtue or correct the fault so

many

times during the course of the morn-

At noon, we carefully

ing.

recall

we have fulfilled our
to make the number of

how many

times

resolution, try-

ing

faults decrease

and the number of acts of virtue increase
from day to day, and from examen to
examen.
It is useful to note down in a little book
the results of our examens, and to make comparison day by day. This will give added

When Tou Awake
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and

will afford a useful check

on

our progress.

At night again we make a

re-

interest

view of the time since noon, to discover our
we thank God for His kind
assistance, ask His pardon for our faults,
and make a fresh resolve for the coming day.
This practice of the particular examen

progress, then

of immense use in correcting our faults
and implanting virtues. We should keep
manfully on until we find the fault we were
working at is satisfactorily under control,
and the virtue we aimed at is fairly implanted in us. Then we should go on to the
next defect in our character, and try to remove it in the same practical way.
is

ON MEDITATION

MANY good

folk

grow pale

They

"meditation."

at the

word

picture

to

themselves tedious hours of silence;
violent efforts to repel distractions,

and

la-

borious strainings of will and understand-

—

ing

conclude, "Meditation
this

and tiresome
Then, they mentally

in short, a very doleful

proceeding altogether.

is

is

not for me!"

All

a very unfortunate misconception.

Meditation

is

not tiresome nor doleful.

It

is

not an exclusive privilege of great saints.
It is really a cheerful, interesting and rather
commonplace proceeding, and every good

Christian should meditate a while each day,

good Christian should spend
some time each day in prayer.
What, then, is meditation, stripped of all

just as every

imaginary difficulties'? It is simply using
our memory and our understanding to realize
more deeply some truth of faith; and then,
most important of all, using our will to make
good resolutions concerning it.
Let us take a simple example. Suppose I
its
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l8
say the

Our

Meditation

Father, running rapidly over

the words, not thinking at all

what they

mean. "Our Father, who art in Heaven,"
and all the rest to the very end. I have
said a prayer with my lips, and that is all.

But suppose that before I begin to say the
"Our Father" I stand quietly for a while, or
kneel, or sit, and think to myself: "What
am I about to do? In whose presence am I
going? What am I about to say? Then,
for a minute or two, I put myself in the
presence of the all-good, the all-loving, the

Heaven and
and of death, who made
me out of nothing by an act of His allall-powerful God, creator of
earth, master of life

powerful

will,

existence,

as

who
a

weak babe from

constantly keeps

loving
falling

me

in

mother keeps her

by holding him

close

I stand before this infinite God,
rest for a moment or two, and then speak to

in her arms.

God and

say:

"Heavenly Father,

I

am

about to consecrate a little time to You.
Though most unworthy, I come before Your
adorable presence, to praise and reverence

and love You. By the power of Your Holy
Spirit, pour forth the light of Your grace

On
Into

my

and

realize

And

my

Meditation
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I may see more clearly,
more deeply, the truths of Faith.

mind, that

rain

down

will, that I

the

fire

and persevering resolutions

You more

Your

of

may make

grace into

earnest, strong,

to love

and serve

faithfully."

This recollection and this prayer need
only take a couple of minutes. It puts us
in the presence of

God, and obtains His help
Then we take some

for our meditation.

form of prayer, the Our Father, for

instance,

but instead of saying it rapidly, with our
lips merely, we begin to remember, to think

and
in

to will about the great truths contained

it.

words.

We
We

commence with

the

first

few

say very slowly, with immense

and a memory of whom we are
"Our Father, who art in
Heaven."
Then we pause and sweetly
dwell upon these words. First we remember who was it gave us this prayer, the Our
Father.
It was Our Lord Himself, in answer to that request of the Apostles, "Teach
us to pray."
The Apostles had heard that
John the Baptist taught his disciples to pray,
and so they asked Our Lord, the eternal
reverence,

addressing,

On
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Meditation

and wisdom, "Lord, teach us to pray."
looking upon them, began
the words of this most sublime prayer, composed by His own Sacred Heart, which will
echo from the hearts of millions on millions
truth

Then Our Lord,

of holy souls until the end of the world.
How eager we should be to understand some
of the wonderful and holy meaning of this
chosen prayer of the Heart of Christ.

"Our Father, who

art in

Heaven."

We

say the words over again very reverently. To
whom are we speaking^ To the Lord of

Heaven and earth, and to our Father. From
Him is named all fatherhood, in Heaven
and on

earth.

He

is

more truly our Father

our earthly father, because He has
for all eternity; has prepared
Heaven and earth for our coming; has

than

is

loved

us

created us out of nothing with infinite love

power, and watches us, feeds us,
clothes us, day by day, with the love of an
And since He is our Father,
infinite Father.

and

infinite

He

will listen with fatherly tenderness to

the words of

His

children.

As we repeat these words, "Our Father,
who art in Heaven," we, as it were, cause

On

Him
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to lean forward

on His everlasting

throne with loving attention, to hear the
slightest prayer of us,

His

children.

We

have the ear of God. We are in the presencechamber of the Most High. We hear Him

His Son

"Ask, and
and you shall find;
knock, and it shall be opened unto you."
We ask into the ear of God. He will hear
say, as

you

said in the flesh :

shall receive; seek,

our petition.

We

repeat the words over once again,

"Our Father, who

art in

Heaven."

What

a world of consolation in those four last

"who

words,
is

in

home.
is

Heaven." Our Father
Heaven, therefore, is our

art in

Heaven.

We

sometimes fancy that our home

here on earth, but here

we

are

away from

home. Our home is with our Father, who is
in Heaven.
So we go on, striving to realize more and
more the meaning of these most meaning
words, "Our Father, who art in Heaven."
We have been using our memory and intellect.
We have been thinking and remem-

Now,

remains to use the highest
of our faculties, our will.
With all our

bering.

it

On
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our heart, we make an act
of love for God, our Father who is in
love that Heavenly Father
Heaven.
with all the affection of a dutiful child. It
may help us to put that love into words,

might, with

all

We

many

words, not carefully chosen, not
making a speech to our Heavenly Father,
but in short, earnest, simple phrases coming

not

"Oh, my God, I love
from the heart.
and
my All I" "Heavenly
God
"My
Thee I"
Father, I love Thee as a dutiful child."
Then, having stirred up in our hearts the
greatest possible love for God, we should
bend our minds to thinking: "What shall I
do for this great and holy Father? How
shall I serve

Him

better'?

How

shall I love

more devotedly? What faults are
there in my life which displease His fatherly
heart? What good deeds should I resolve
on to please my Father, who is in Heaven?"

Him

This

is

the important part of our medita-

we realize that God is
Father; if we truly love Him, we
tion.

If

truly our
shall

wish

Him

We

with greater
will do good

deeds to please our Father.

Finally, after

most earnestly to serve
fervor

and devotion.

On

Meditation

we have made good
them earnestly

to

resolutions

God,

let

23
and offered

us encourage our-

"Who art in Heaven."
Heaven. He waits there

selves with the words,

Our Father

is

in

abode of endless peace, joy, and holiThe
ness, to reward and bless us forever.
here
we
render
Him
smallest service which
on earth will be repaid a hundredfold in
Heaven with treasures of unspeakable joy
in that

and

glory, pressed

down and

flowing over the

measure of our hearts. If He is our Father
here on earth how wonderfully will He be
With what bounty,
our Father in Heaven
with what goodness, with what generous
omnipotence, He will spend the treasures of
I

His Godhead to make us, His children,
happy for all eternity!
So we may dwell for moments, or for
hours, on these first words of the Our Father.

We

should dwell there as long as

sweetness and consolation.

Be

in

we

find

no hurry

on to another point of your meditation.
Follow the rule of the wise prospector after
to go

precious metals.

He

goes about,

digging

and digging here and there in the soil, but
when he comes to a vein of gold he wanders

24
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Meditation

about no longer. There he stays, digging
and digging until he has gathered all the
precious metal.
Then only he seeks about
again for a new lode.

SPIRITUAL READING

THERE

are certain tried

and time-hon-

ored practices which have been found
to help mightily to the spiritual progress

of

men and women who

communities.
needs of our

These

live in religious

practices

human

nature,

answer

to

and they have

grown out of the experience of

generations,

so that they will help greatly too to the

and perfection of Sodalists

spiritual progress

living in the world.

One

what is called
Every one knows how

of these practices

spiritual

literary

reading.

is

reading cultivates the mind.

To

think over again the thoughts of great masters

of prose and of verse profoundly stimu-

lates the imagination,

their

and

lifts

us nearer to

mental plane.

Good

reading

is

the door to correct think-

no less
God's
the supernatural sphere.

ing in the sphere of letters.
efficacy in

grace flows mightily

in

upon us through

the channel of good books.

the life of a saint,

we
25

It has

When we

read

associate with him,
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spiritual

Reading

live through his life and profit by his good
example. From the writings of holy men
we drink in the quintessence of their great
meditations, their fervent prayers, and holy

thoughts.
Spiritual reading has flourished in all ages

among

who

those

truly wished to

grow

in

But

there was never a time, perwas so urgently needed as toFor a great danger to good people of

sanctity.

when

haps,

day.

our time

is

it

distraction.

A

multiplicity of

and vain thoughts screen from us the
beauty of Heaven and of the hereafter, shut
out from our soul the light of God's inspirations and keep our thoughts and our spirit
grovelling on the ground.
We must somehow open our hearts to supernatural
silly

thoughts, clear

and
most

tions,

A

away

the cloud of distrac-

see the light of the life to come.
efficacious cure for our distraction

and for the dearth of good thoughts is spiritual reading.
Choose your spiritual books
as you choose your other reading.
Go to a
Catholic library, or to the book-case of your
Sodality,

and look over the volumes or ask

the advice of the Director.

Try always

to

Spiritual Reading
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find something that will interest

and help

We

must either find or make for ouran interest in spiritual reading. We
must accustom ourselves to like holy books.
Now the first step toward this is to get a
holy book that we like. If we are interested
in the book we are reading, the grace of God
you.

selves

will

find

the mind, wards off
memory, warms the
in

Interest

entrance.

easier

rouses

distractions, helps the
will.

Holy

things are

They

themselves intensely interesting.

have to do with heaven and hell, two of the
most permanently interesting subjects in the
world; they have to do with God, who
should be our supreme interest and desire.

The

reason that

these things

them.
little

is

we

that

are not interested in

we know

so little of

An

Algonquin savage would be very
interested in Paris if you were to men-

tion that city to him.

The

reason

is

that

he knows so little about Paris. But if you
were to put him through a course of reading, supposing that were possible, which

would introduce him to that great city, home
of great sinners and great saints, tell him its
history, full of tears and laughter, and fill

28
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mind with

his

the legendary lore which
Notre Dame, the Tuileries and

clings about

name of Paris would
him with interest and attenHe would wish to know more of the
tion.
great city because he already knows so much.
It is the same with us and holy things.
We are not interested in them because we
know so little of them. If we would read
the Madeleine, the
thereafter

fill

good books, the
tion of Christ,

grow

lives of the saints, the Imita-

the Scriptures,

we should

to take a deep interest in eternal

lasting things.

The

fashion of this world

passe th away, and all the

which

rise

and

fall

and

momentous

in the

trifles

columns of our

papers vanish like bubbles in the water. But
life

and death, God and

and

its last

—

destiny

eternity, the soul

these things remain for-

ever and forever.

When we
papers,

we

read light and trivial books and

converse for the most part with

the world, the
shall

have

When we

flesh,

little

and the

devil,

consolation

and we

from them.

read the lives of the saints,

we

speak with God and His angels, with the
heroes of humanity, with Jerome and Au-

spiritual

Reading
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and Mary MagMother of Christ. Our
company deeply affects our life and soul,
here and hereafter. Let us become well acquainted with the saints, and then we shall
enjoy their company.
Again we have little conception, unless we
Agnes and

gustlne,

dalen and

Mary

Cecilia,

the

have already made a practice of spiritual
reading, of the consolation and help that
await us in such books as the Imitation of
Christ and St. Francis de Sales' "Introduc-

Devout Life."

tion to a

of sorrow and anxiety,

Very

often, in times

men

turn to some

appealing book to help them forget their

and painful thoughts. Light fiction,
poetry, drama, do indeed serve to distract
our mind, but they do not console the heart.
tedious

They

give a passing relief, as a narcotic
would, but leave no residue of strength,

courage, and lasting resolution.

But

spiritual

sole the spirit.

books strengthen and conset our soul to rights,

They

form our minds and hearts to heroic fortitude
and courage, give us the viewpoint of the
saints.

They

stronger,

leave us not only refreshed but

more loving toward God, more

30
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charitable toward our fellow-men, better disposed to bear our trials with a Christian
spirit.
The secret of the saints, the heavenly
alchemy by which they turned sorrows into
joys, trials into blessings is the great burning eager love of God which filled their
hearts.
Spiritual reading will inflame our
souls with a like charity.
For the writings

of the saints are text-books of the Love of

God.

!

THE BLESSINGS OF DAILY MASS

How

strange

it is,

we do
Mass is in

believing as

that the sacrifice of the

very deed the sacrifice of Calvary

we do

offered again for our salvation, that

not crowd the churches every morning and

come again and again to Holy Mass
One
would think that even the most busy and
I

distracted men, if they even faintly realized

the wonder and price of a single hearing of
the Mass, would

manage somehow, even

at

the cost of the greatest sacrifice, to get to

Mass every morning,

so that the churches

them.
How more
even in good and fervent

scarcely could contain

than strange to

see,

parishes, a scanty sprinkling of worshipers

—

tremendous sacrifice not
so many as one would find at even the dullest
political meeting, or in the stuffy atmosphere
of a movie show
Clearly we do not appreciate enough the
splendid gift of God whereby He renews so
assisting

many

at

this

times for us the sacrifice of Calvary.

Consider what

it

has cost the most generous
31

32

The

Blessings of Daily

Heart of Christ
ing offering.

Mass

to prepare for us this

The

rite itself is

morn-

obscure; the

whispered words of the priest, full of tremendous import though they are, fall only
as a murmur on the ear; the church may be
but a poor place, and none too comfortable
or clean, but the deed done there every morning passes all words in precious grandeur, in
heavenly efficacy, because it is a God's offering of His life and blood to God!
Each several Mass has cost Our Lord His
life to pay for it.
Every several one is worth
in itself as much as the sacrifice of His life
and blood is worth. Whatever the offering
of His whole being on Calvary is worth in
the eyes of His Heavenly Father, so much
and no less is worth every offering of the

Mass.
Consider

how

Christ Himself

must con-

Mass. Whether
it be said in the most gorgeous of churches,
with sublime music for its accompaniment
sider the hearing of a single

and all the pomp of art and ritual to give it
outward splendor, or in the heart of some
wild wood, or in the dingy slum of a foul
city, stripped of every outward beauty, it is

The
to

Him
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His own blood,

as

sacred as His death, as efficacious as His
It is the

passion.

very true and

literal repeti-

not merely in loving remembrance, not
only in holy symbol, but in literal truth
tion,

and

utter efficacy of the selfsame offering

He made

on the cross. This offering He
makes again, but in an unbloody manner, at every single repetition of the most
holy, the most precious and sweet and
truly

heavenly

of the Mass.
most tender heart of Christ must
yearn to see throngs of His Catholic people
gathered around the altar at every single
repetition of this most dear and efficacious
sacrifice.
Having paid no less than His
whole humanity, offered up in the painful
throes of an awful passion and death to give
the Mass its exceeding efficacy, how must
He not desire to see us prize and take to the
full the boundless and admirable treasure it

How

sacrifice

the

contains for us ^

What

a sight

is it

for

Him

from the altar, when He has with
infinite love and yearning consummated this
masterpiece of His boundless love, and see
there a handful of His people
a corporal's
to look

—

—
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Mass

guard, where there should be a whole army
of loving worshipers, eager to partake in

what His love has prepared for them.
For and this we should never forget
it is Christ Himself who offers every single
Mass that is said or shall be said until the
consummation of the world. Our Faith so

—

teaches us

—

that

He

is

with equal truth both

and victim. The minister who stands
the altar and utters the words of oblation

priest
at

speaks not in his

own

person, but in the

name

and with the power of Christ, "This is My
body"; and by the omnipotence of God the
bread is forthwith changed to Christ's body.
"This is My blood," and as at the Last Supper, so here also the wine is changed into the
Ah, if it is
true and real blood of Christ.
worth the while of our Divine Saviour so
often and so unwearyingly to consummate
this marvelous sacrifice, is it not worth our
while to
assist at

make even a considerable effort to
Holy Mass often and every day'?

Since Christ Himself is always the Priest
and the Victim, the efficacy of the Mass

never diminishes nor increases. The Mass
that was said this very morning some few

The
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squares from your door
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be within a

iive-minute walk from where you sat forgetful

—

is

as great in

its

supernatural efficacy

Mass which Our Lord offered to
Father in the shadow of the
Heavenly
His
Supper Room on the eve of His passion. If
you had bestirred yourself to rise up and go
to Mass this morning, it would have been as
though you had stood among the twelve and
heard Him say for the first time what He
said this morning with the same meaning and
as that first

the same efficacy:
is

My

"This

is

My

body;

this

blood."

The Mass
ment for our

is

the most efficacious atone-

We

sins.

repay the justice of

have sore need to

God and

How

to avert

His

we have
atonement we
make for the evil we have done
Therefore, unless we find mercy in God's sight,
how dreadful may our punishment be How
easily we sin, how hardly we make atonement! But in the Holy Sacrifice there is
rightful

offended,

anger.

and what

often

slight

I

!

continual opportunity to appease the anger

of God.

It is the

unbloody repetition of
His Divine Son

that selfsame sacrifice that

The
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offered

on the

ners.

In

Mass

cross for the salvation of sin-

this

once more the

tremendous offering behold

Lamb

of

God who

taketh

away the sins of the world. Cheerfully shall
we go before the judgment-seat of God if
we have often knelt before His altar and
offered Him the body and blood of His own
Son in atonement for our transgressions.

God

gives us this easy

way

of averting His punishments to come;

and most

efficacious

if we neglect His gracious gift, weary
and long may be our pain in purgatory.
Again, the Mass is an unfailing means of
drawing down on us the bounty of God.

but

Our puny prayers gain a glorious efficacy if
we join them with the prayers of Christ.
The Mass is His supreme prayer, of adoration
tion,

and atonement, of praise and supplicaand when we assist at Mass we join

ourselves to the heart of

Our

Saviour, plead-

ing with irresistible efficacy for us on the
cross.

Our

We

are solicitous about

health,

things.

our fortunes, our future, the

welfare of those

we love,
many

anxious hour and

Why

many

give us

many an

a pang of heart.

not borrow the very omnipotence of

The

Blessings of Daily

Mass
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God to help ourselves and those who depend upon us, by joining our prayers each
day with the most efficacious sacrifice of the
Mass*?

And

consider that this immense benefit to

our soul, this assurance of God's protection,
this great comfort to the heart of Christ, will
cost us no more than some half -hour in the

morning, which can well be saved by a bit

by a few moments saved from the daily paper, by the
economy of some little time from sleep. To
say nothing of our love and tenderness for
Our Saviour, who thinks it well worth His
while to offer the Mass for us every mornless

ing,

slothfulness in dressing,

our very

common

sense should

make

us unwilling ever avoidably to miss so great

any favor in
the way of money or pleasure were so easily
gotten, what crowds would come, morning
after morning!
But our chief motive for daily Mass is not
a blessing so easily gained.

If

self-interest nor the interest of others,

the love of

but

Him who so patiently offers Him-

self for us in every

poor hamlet and

city, in

every church and chapel, wooing us with

The
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such patience and desire to have us come
daily to Mass.
find

it

And when we come we

shall

most easy and consoling to give Our

Lord that other precious pledge of our love,
and source of innumerable blessings, the frequent and daily Communion which is the desire of His heart.

CONCERNING PRAYER
IS

a puzzling subject for most good

IT Christians,

of prayer.

this subject

the one hand,

Our Lord

tells

in the Sacred Scriptures that

us whatever

we

us plainly

He

ask in His name.

On

will give

"Ask, and

and you shall
opened to you."
On the other hand, we sometimes see so little
apparent results from our prayers. We think
we have asked and we have not received;
we think we have sought and we have not
found.
Sometimes, when we seem not to
have prayed very hard, we obtain our petition.
More often, when we think we have
prayed excellently well, we seem to get
nothing at all.
To clear up this difficulty, which is such

it

shall be given you; seek,

find; knock,

and

it

shall be

—

a

common

one,

clear idea as to

many

we should

first

what prayer

is.

of all get a
It

comes to

thoughtful people as a surprising dis-

covery that prayer
the will.
that

—

is

When

prayer.

is

principally a matter of

the will yearns to God,

In proportion as the inten39
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tion of the will
so

is

and pure and strong,
of the prayer. Everything

is

the efficacy

depends upon the

God

right

state of our will in prayer.

looks to the will, not to the feelings or

the imagination.

we should
should be

find

we
much

If
it

realized this clearly
easier to pray,

and

much more encouraged about our

prayers.

Our other faculties are not quite under
can not feel devout when
our control.
we wish to, nor can we keep our imagination

We

from playing us tricks when we pray. The
one faculty of our soul over which we have
We can will what we
control is our will.
will, and so with God's grace, which is
always ready for us, we are always able to
pray. Our commonest mistake in this matter

is

to think that our feelings of devotion

make our
feel as

prayers pleasing to God.

We may

dry as Our Lord did in the agony,

when He was
solation,

absolutely destitute of all con-

and yet we may pray exceedingly

well by willing strongly to God, as
Indeed, our prayer
in His agony.
the

more meritorious and

we do

will strongly to

He

did

may

be

efficacious because

God

in spite of our

Concerning Prayer
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cry of the suffering

moments of anguish and desolation,
may move the heart of God more than hours
will, in

of easy and consoling meditation.

The

reason, of course, for this mistake of

confounding feelings of devotion with true
prayer

is

that earnest prayer

is

so often ac-

companied by feelings of devotion that we
get to confuse the two. Then, again, devout
feelings at prayer are something sensible and
perceptible, whereas our will

is

a purely spiri-

movements are more
difficult to determine.
Yet sensible devotion is only an accident of good prayer. Its

tual faculty,

essence

is

and

its

a strong cry of the will, in the

God.
To pray well, then, we need only to will
well, and on the other hand, unless we will
well we can not pray well. This simplifies
the whole matter greatly if we understand
the meaning of the words. A good will must
have two qualities it must be right and
ears of

—

pure.

when it is directed
pure when it yearns

It is right

straight

to God
God. It is
alone and is not mixed with love of earthly
Hence, when we pray, we should
things.

to

—
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endeavor to yearn to God for the good things
we seek, for God's sake alone. God can not
fail to

hear such a prayer.

These thoughts will make more clear to us
the

first

why

reason

our prayers are some-

We

do not attend to
making our will right and pure. We ask
God for good things which He may be ready
to grant to us, but we do not ask from a
right and pure intention. All of God's gifts
are good, but we may seek a good gift from a
times not answered.

intention.

We

blessings out of

mere

wrong

may

ask for material

ill-ordered selfishness

God

instead of asking for them as
that they

and

may

intends,

help us to His service and love

We

to life everlasting.

for spiritual gifts

may

ask even

from a wrong intention

self-love or vanity.

Even when our

may

will

is

right

and pure

be very weak, and so our prayer

a feeble whisper in the ears of God.

is

it

but

We

should endeavor greatly to strengthen the
pleading of our will in prayer.
is

For

this

it

not necessary, not even wise, to try to force

feelings,

We

need not attend to our
but to our sovereign will. An at-

our feelings.

Concerning Prayer
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tentive consideration of our motives for ask-

ing the favor tends to strengthen our will;

and so does dwelling on one point until we
are inflamed with desire. Put clearly before
you the favor you wish to ask of God. Dwell
on your need of it, the good it will do you,
and of the help it will be in serving and
Then, having attentively
honoring God.
considered these things in your mind, focus

your will upon the favor and yearn long and
earnestly to God.
This is the secret of
prayer.

Of course, too, we must remember that
God does not always grant, even to good
prayers, precisely the thing asked for.

He

what is best for
us, hearing our prayers as a good father hears
the petitions of his child.
But if we pray
earnestly and sincerely, with a right and
pure intention and with confidence and
perseverance, our prayers can not fail of an
We do not ask in vain of our
answer.
Father who is in Heaven.
gives us, like a good Father,

WHAT YOUR MIND FEEDS ON

WE

ARE getting very dainty, most of
under the persistent influence of
"hygiene" and "sanitation," as to

us,

what we

and drink.

eat

One

notices

it

amusingly, even in the signs of the restauPasteurized milk and sanitary butand health foods and bread whereof the
making is loudly advertised to be innocent of
rants.

ter

human hands, appeal to a pubwhich twenty years ago thought as little
of microbes as it did of Mars, and went
about its own unhygienic way, eating and
drinking where and what it listed.
the touch of
lic

We

should feel a horror nowadays at the
thought of just picking up our food wherever

we may

find

it.

If

we were

invited to

buy our meat at the street stalls, blown on
by dust and spotted over with flies, or to get
our water from unwholesome wells sunk in
the city's yards,

we should

protest

quite

vigorously.

But
the

it

is

strange

infections,

the

how

obtuse

malnutrition
44

we

are to

and the
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to which we expose
Does not the mind, too, like the
body, grow like to what it feeds on*? Can
we habitually feed our mind on the tainted
stuff about us without taking infection and
poisoning our intellect and our imagination^
This is no fanciful comparison. It is the

poisonous

rottenness

our minds.

The general temper of our
powerfully and deeply influenced by
can not hope to have
it feeds on.
clean, sound minds if we snatch our mental
honest truth.

mind
what

is

We

food here and there from every common and
happens to float under

stale bit of print that

our notice.
If the diseases of our

mind were

as pain-

ful and distressing as those of our body, this
thought would have a keener sting for us.
Bodily pains send us to a physician who imposes a diet and corrects our foolish habits.

Would

that the soul

had

its

painful symp-

toms, too, to send us looking for good advice
to correct our mental dietary. I fancy most
of us would soon discover that our minds
were sick from overeating and we should

hasten to some wise adviser to be set right.
If he were truly wise, the

first

thing our

46
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adviser

would

course

of

prescribe for us

spiritual

reading.

recommend a daily bit of
chapter or two from the

would be a
He would

the Imitation, a

New

Testament.
he would
were
very
wise,
And then if he
gently but firmly urge upon us to read very
often the Lives of the Saints.

There are such pleasant and interesting
nowadays of Lives of the Saints. They
come in cheap editions, within reach of every
one's purse, and you can look at them for
the asking at any Catholic book store. They
are full of human interest and rich with
consolation in your trials and difficulties,
and reading them, you feed your mind on
the most noble and glorious thoughts, the
They were
exploits of these gentle heroes.
men and women like yourself, plagued like
you with human temptations and full of human weaknesses, but they have taken the
hand of God and walked by His help above
the mist and the shadows into the calm and
sunshine which rest on the heights of Peace.
There is no company so charming as the
company of the saints. Oh, it is a great pity
that uncomprehending artists have been
series
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busy with them and made them seem to our

and forbidding or dressed them
with an impossible air of not
being flesh and blood nor really human. The
saints were the most charming of all human
The men and women of their
personalities.
own time ran after them and could not have
enough of their company, as the Sienese
crowded about St. Catherine of Siena, as the
eyes severe

up

like dolls

Spaniards

ran

after

Vincent

Ferrer,

the

French after Francis de Sales and Vincent de
Paul.

St. Ignatius, too,

whom we

see cari-

catured in statues of cast iron, with an almost

savage rigor in his look, was a charming gentleman of old Spain, and it is said of him

and St. Francis Xavier that there was such
charm in the charity of their manner that
they bewitched the hearts of those

who

spoke

with them.
They were human and lovable, no less
than high and heavenly.
They lived out
their lives after the pattern of Our Lord,
who drew the multitudes after Him, even
into the desert, by His compelling charm.
Whatever is pure and delightful in the human heart, whatever is noble, generous and
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makes us in love with humanity and fills us with a hope and desire
of becoming noble ourselves and realizing
the best that is in us, all this can be found in
tender, whatever

flower in the Lives of the Saints.

its

It is

the

a long story

artists

how

the biographers

Catholic folk a certain

unhappy prejudice

against the Lives of the Saints.
truth

is

and

between them have given our
Perhaps the

that the ancient Lives of Saints

met

the needs of the ancient time, which loved

wonders more than human tenderness, and
wished to paint the saints as visiting angels
They had not
rather than as mortal men.
taken to heart that keen caution of St.
Francis de Sales, himself one of the most
''We must
lovable of men, who warns us:
take care to be good men and women before

we

try to be angels."

But unhappily
olics against the

this prejudice

vived the occasion of
said

before,

among Cath-

Lives of the Saints has surit.

There

new and charming

are, as

we

series

of

Lives of the Saints written especially to meet
the needs of our

own

modern

If

palate.

time and suited to our
you have not read them,

What Your Mind Feeds On
it

is

your

own
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great loss and you have de-

mind of

that clean, strong food
which will give it health and soundness.
Let your own interest plead, together with
the love of God, to induce you to retrench
a little the unhealthy diet of novels, news
and nonsense with which you feed your
mind, and to take up, for peaceful and delightful reading, some of the small but
meaty volumes which tell of the doings of

prived your

the saints.

A LITTLE BETTER
IS

almost literally

true,

though

it

sounds

IT like a paradox, that many good ordinary
Christians are only a few steps
If they

sanctity.
ter,

would be but a

from

little bet-

they could enter the ranks of the heroic

servants of

God and

His intimate

be numbered

friends.

It

is,

among

indeed, one of

the tragedies of the spiritual life that there

few great lovers of God, when to
greatly is so easy, so plain and so
simple an achievement. And the reason why
the number of God's great and devoted serare so

love

Him

vants

not greater

precisely this,

that

of us refuse to become just a
better than we are.

little

so

is

is

many

Consider your

own

soul.

You

and you serve Him.

You

love God,

enough
His eternal
but dust and ashes.
are wise

to see that in comparison with

heaven

You

this

world

is

turn definitely, therefore, into the

way

that leads to Heaven, and you resolve to
obey God's commands and devote yourself
to His service.
You abhor mortal sin and
50
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any earthly good rather
than to forfeit the friendship of your Father
who is in Heaven. But as regards venial
deliberate little insults to God, serious
sins
enough to offend Him, but not grave enough
to break off friendship with Him altogether
While you
you are perhaps careless.
dread mortal sin greatly and as you should,
you do not fear venial sin at all, and you
cheerfully go along, spattering your soul
with deliberate offenses, sickening your heart
with wilful violation of God's law, unmindful of the vast loss of merit here and of
glory hereafter, of the grace you are wasting
and the pains you are storing up for yourself here or in purgatory by these foolish and
that is, more easily
wicked, albeit venial
pardonable sins.
Ah, if you could only be just a little better, and to your hatred and fear of mortal
sin add likewise a true and healthy horror
of deliberate venial sin! For venial sin is,
after mortal sin, the greatest evil on earth.
Rather than commit one deliberate venial
sin it were better and wiser to brave all the
sufferings and endure all the evils of the
think

it

better to lose

—

—

—

—
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between a careless
habit of deliberate venial sins and keeping
our soul quite free, as far as our weakness
will allow, from all wilful violations of the
law of God even in lesser things, is the difference between ordinary goodness and sancworld.

tity.

Yet

difference

to achieve this glorious victory

over ourselves, to enter into the inner circle
of God's
friends,

from

especially

we need only

beloved and faithful
to

make

the little step

carelessness to fervor, need only be a

little better

and more careful

to avoid de-

liberate venial sins.

When we come to the positive service of
God, we find the same strange truth, that we
need only become a little better in order to
attain to holiness.
For we observe already
the great essentials of God's law. We fulfil the commandments of God and of the
Church. We pray in due season. We perform the duties of our state of life. There is
much out of the way in anything that we
have to do. Our conscience never reproaches
us with any serious neglect of duty, either to
God or man.
not

Yet, for

all

that,

we

are uneasily con-

A
scious that

Little Better

we have no very

service to offer to

imperfection in all

God.
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distinguished

There

is

our work. Our

so

much

conscience

never upbraids us with being great sinners,
but it keeps quietly assuring us that we are
not as saintly as

we should

a right to expect.
ties

to

duty,

A

little

be, or as

hundred

God

has

little infideli-

self-indulgences,

small

from the standard that we have set
these things keep rising up when
ourselves
we go to confession and troubling us with
lapses

—

the consciousness that

God

we

are not serving

as our soul's welfare requires nor as

His bountiful goodness has the

right to ex-

pect of us.

Yet,

when you

service of

God

!

actions of a day.

what little things
you from the perfect

consider,

are those that keep

Look thoughtfully over

the

It is the little temptations

that overthrow you, the small concupiscences
that deter you, the petty vices that spoil the

God.
The great temptations you can throw off
easily. To yield to them would be ruin. But
it is the mean and worthless gratifications
which cast your good resolves to earth. Per-

loveliness of your actions in the eyes of

a

^
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haps

and

is

it

Little Better

an ingrained habit of

sel {-gratification

tyrannizes over you.
vice of sloth that

in

little

Perhaps

selfishness

things

that

a

little

it is

makes your actions

list-

without method, desultory, sluggish.
Perhaps it is anger that flames or smolders
in your heart, sending out sparks of bitterless,

ness,

and impatience, and making
you perpetually uneasy, like folk
on the slopes of a volcano and have

rancor,

those about

who

live

to speculate about the next eruption

ever

it

is,

it

is

a

little

I

What-

thing in itself

—

fragile obstacle to greater goodness, a petty

gratification to

keep us from so great a good

as the perfect service of

God.

we would only

If
gather all the forces of
our soul together, and cast out these petty
demons of sloth, self-indulgence, vanity,

anger, the plague of little vices that keep us

from greater love of God! By being just a
little better, what vast advances we should
make! Are the contemptible and passing
gratifications that we achieve by these indulgences and yieldings to our lower nature
any compensation for the losses of merit and
glory that they inflict on our soul?

A
It will

to

Little Better

SS

be a profitable undertaking for us

examine frankly our usual behavior, and

to determine for ourselves

pet faults and
actions

what

particular

small vices spoil our daily

and keep us from the perfect

of God.

Then we can

service

resolve definitely,

and in detail, to be just that little bit better
which will place us in the pathway of the
saints.

By

more effort, prudently diyou may advance notably in both
outward and interior perfection. Do you
go at your duties with an alert and cheerful
promptness that carries you cleanly forward,
like a runner who has a good start and is
bent on winning^ Or do you dawdle and dejust a little

rected,

lay

just

at

the

"Well begun

is

psychology.

A

start carries us

before
little

we

are

sloth,

all-important

half done"

is

beginning?

sound and deep

brisk promptness at the very

forward half through the task

aware of the labor, while a

only a

little,

often spoils the

whole hour or the whole day. So here again,
by being only a little better, by making a
vigorous effort and conquering our sloth,

we

A
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improve mightily and redeem

many a

precious hour.
It

is

so with nearly all our petty vices.

To

prune and clip them we need only be just
a

little better.

"Trifles are little things,"

the wise saying runs, "but

—

trifles,

carefully

minded, mean perfection and perfection is
no trifle." Fidelity in little things is the
secret of great holiness.

EFFECTIVE RESOLUTIONS

A

FRAYED and time-worn maxim, half
true, half cynical,

declares that the

paved with good intenif by intentions one
means those half-hearted, unformed, and ineffective wishes to be better and to amend
their evil ways that come to the most hardened of sinners when some satiety or shock of
conscience arouses them to a faint fear of the
punishments of God. Such watery wishes
tions.

path to hell
Perhaps it

is

is,

mind with seeming

to be better only lull the

goodness and soothe a

the stings of

little

conscience, without either

winning the sinner

him to work to root
by good intentions one

forgiveness or setting

out his

sins.

But

if

means honest resolves to root out our faults
and to lead a better and a holier life, then
the

maxim

Heaven

should rather read

:

The path

to

paved with good intentions. For
it is only by making very, very many good
resolutions
even though one breaks them
remakes
and
them again and again that
is

—

—
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one can ever accomplish anything notable
and worthy for the kingdom of heaven.
It is very foolish to be discouraged because

we do not keep our good
give up

making them,

resolutions,

as so

many

and

to

do, because

they find themselves compelled always to
make the same ones over again, and because
they get only a wee

little distance forward
with each earnest effort they make and with
every good resolve. That is the very method
of getting forward that our human nature
requires; and those who get discouraged because they make and break resolutions so
often have not understood the elementary

principles of

We

human

progress in virtue.

and can not move
with angelic swiftness and decision. Being
men, we must act as men; and it is human
to

are not

have to make

angels,

many

efforts before

we

con-

quer a bad habit and plant a good one in

The very

its

making a good
stead.
and sincere resolution, definite, practical, and
honestly meant, is in itself a good deed and
has its own effect on the soul. It is meritorious in itself and pleases God as an evidence
of our good will. And it has an influence on
process of
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incalculably precious, for

tends to root out the bad habit that

we

it

are

resolving against and to strengthen the good
one that we desire, to a degree far beyond
what one would imagine from our mere sucNot one good resolve,
cess in keeping it.
even though it is sincerely meant, but, it may
be, a whole series of them is necessary so to
strengthen our will that it can triumph over
the contrary
self

through

The
we are

bad habit that has

many

fortified it-

acts of self-indulgence.

reason of this

lies

in the fact that

and that we act
what we have resolved

creatures of habit,

not only according to
in this or that

moment

of fervor, but even

more from the set that our will has received
from the series of our past deeds. Every
action that we perform, whether good or
evil, has just so much influence toward the
formation of a habit and every time that we
follow a certain line of conduct it becomes
just so much easier for us to do the same
;

thing again.

Physiologists explain this ten-

dency in our bodies by speaking of paths of
impulse which our actions make along the
When one performs
channels of control.

6o
the
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same action

in the

same way many times,

the nerves and the muscles learn their
lesson,

and acquire a

own

doing the
becomes a second

facility for

thing again, so that it
nature for us to repeat the action easily and
One sees this in many lines of
accurately.

bodily
trade

effort.
is

An

apprentice learning his

really laboriously acquiring habits

of doing the things of his craft.

At

first

he

has to be shown every motion, to learn painfully the right way of holding his tools, the
easiest way of cutting and welding, the
approved technique of the instruments which
he uses.
But after he has performed the
same actions over and over again, it becomes
a second nature with him to do the things
skilfully, and he can go on with the work
before him with very little mental attention,
because his nerves and his muscles have acquired good habits that guide them instinc-

Indeed, it would be just
hard for him to do the thing wrongly or
unskilfully, now that he has the habit of
doing it rightly, as it would have been for
him to do it rightly in the days before he
tively in the work.
as

had learned

his

trade.

It

is

the

same

in
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every line of
intellect
ties,

and

effort

—
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in the

world of

in the sphere of spiritual activi-

as well as in the field of bodily labor.

we

Indeed, as

ing that habit

is

are

now made,

so strong in us

it is

a bless-

and can sup-

any conscious planning. We
are constantly called on to do things that require no little skill, and if we were not aided
by habit, we should never be equal to the
occasion. Early in our life we learn how to

much

ply so

for

walk, to balance ourselves, to avoid

bumps

and tumbles, and very often our life depends
on the sureness and swiftness with which that
habitual equilibrium comes to our rescue in
a tight corner, when there would be no time
at all to think and calculate how we are to
escape.

But
habit
that

is

in the

we

all

moral order the influence of

the

more comforting.

The

fact

are like in ordinary circumstances to

act according as

we

are in the habit of acting

gives us a moral sureness

welldoing that

is

and a

stability in

our greatest source of

se-

were not for the influence of
might well dread the
influence of a sudden temptation, the surcurity.

If

it

habit, the best of us
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whim, the changeableness
of an unguarded impulse.
But the habits
we have cultivated by many repetitions of
the same action or class of actions hold us
firm in certain ways of conduct, and keep
prise of a chance

our moral equilibrium against the thrusts of
circumstances and the tugs of temptation.

Our

resolutions

are

good and precious,
immediate results

therefore, not only for the

that they bring in the

ment of

the things that

way of
we have

accomplishresolved on,

but for the influence they have on our char-

forming good habits, uprooting bad
and setting the trend of our will
toward better and nobler things. Each good
resolve is not only good in itself, but still
more useful as the member of a series. Without the single resolves we can not have the
acter in

ones,

cumulative

effect of

many

resolutions taken

and with repeated earnestness and decision; and it is only by many
such resolves, sincerely meant and often reat different times

newed, that we shall ever be able to change
our character as we need to and implant the

good

qualities that

we

lack.
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it is

well for us to consider

certain things that greatly help us in the im-

mediate keeping of our resolutions and increase their influence on our character. One
of these things is that we make our resolves
as definite and detailed as possible. It is not
"I will be better."
of much use to say:

Such general and

ineffective desires rather

retard us, for they give us the pleasant de-

we have taken a good resolve,
without offering any standard by which we
can test the sincerity of our intention to do
lusion that

better.

tions

is

No, the right way to make resolucome down to particulars, to fore-

to

see occasions, plan out a definite course of

action

—

even, if possible, appoint times

and

seasons, so that

we can keep

selves afterward

and decide whether we have

acted on our resolve

when put

track of ourto the test of

actual difficulties and discouragements, or
have weakly surrendered to circumstances.
The more definite a resolution is and the
more we foresee the difficulties which will
hinder us from doing what we purpose, the

more likelihood

there

is

of our keeping

it,
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and the more salutary

is its

influence

on our

character.

Another precaution which will greatly
help us in the seriousness and efficacy of our
resolutions is to get very clearly and strongly
before our mind the motives that have induced us to take the resolve, and that will
therefore encourage and strengthen us in
keeping it. Too often good resolutions are
taken only under the influence of a transient
feeling, whether of remorse and regret or of
devotion and piety, and when the feeling
vanishes
as go it will, however strong at
our resolutions vanish also, not
the moment
having been based on the lasting motives
that continue to support the will, but upon

—

—

warmth and glow of the feelThose who take a resolve on no

the transient
ings.

stronger foundation than a feeling of goodness or devotion deceive themselves into be-

Their
on sand. The shifting of
the variable and inconstant feelings will
undermine and overthrow it. Therefore let
us ground our resolves on solid and lasting
motives, which we may remember in dry and
lieving that they are really in earnest.
resolve

is

built
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and temptaLet us make the resolves themselves
so detailed and definite that there may be no
doubt when the time comes just what we
have purposed to do, and then stay them with
such permanent and solid motives that they
may outlast all changes of feeling and circumstance.
Finally, to succeed in keeping our resolutions, it is very well to make them for a
arid seasons of discouragement
tion.

definite time, recall
lar intervals,

and

them

at fixed

and regu-

call ourselves to definite

we have done what we
have resolved on.
If you will write out
your resolutions, as prudent people do the
resolves they take at the end of a retreat, and
then recall them by reading them over let
us say, every Sunday morning
keeping the
list in your prayer-book for that purpose,
you will be surer of doing as you resolve,
because you will renew every week the
strength of your resolve and will be able to
keep track of your progress.
If we attend to these few and simple
points for making good resolutions, we shall
find that our resolves will become for us an
account as to whether

—

—
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occasion of real spiritual growth,

a land-

It is by reand partly succeeding, resolving
again and trying again and again, that we go
forward in the development of character,
and climb the steep and narrow way that

mark

in the life of our souls.

solving

leads to holiness.

Resolutions are not the

comical and futile things that one would
think from the shallow jests that pass current with the witlings.

and

serious matter,

They

are a holy

an opportunity, not to

be slighted nor lightly used, and persevered
in they will lead us slowly but certainly to

perfection.

SUFFERING
human
sum
THEimmensely
of

suffering has

been

increased by this terrible

In the last four years it is estimated that five million men have died violent and sometimes agonizing deaths on the
anguish
field of battle, or pined away in
war.

them in the
The wounded and those

until merciful release

came

to

wards of hospitals.
whose mental agony has been unrecorded as
they lay in filthy trenches or heard the
enemy's guns searching out their lives in
Some
the dismal dugouts are unnumbered.
men have been wounded many times and
sent to the hospital only to be called out
again to face once more the agonies of war.
But more than all this suffering of the combatants has been the anguish of mind and

on innocent women and children who are little prepared to meet the
famine, anxiety, and grief that war has

body

inflicted

brought them.

Not

five millions,

hundred millions have tasted
grees

of

the

bitter

fruits
(^1

but

five

in varying de-

of

this

awful

68
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It is a time, then, that brings
again to the mind, and in a more vivid way,
the old question
"What is the use of pain^

struggle.

—

Why

does

God

allow so

much agony and

suffering?"

The answer is, in brief, that suffering is a
punishment for sin, and that had there never
been sin in the world there would never have
been any suffering. To original sin is due
the coming of sorrow into the world, and
the subsequent sins of mankind have immensely added to the sum of human misery.
Even at the present time, if all sin were to
cease, and if every human being were perfectly to obey the will of God, most of the
sorrow of the world would be healed, for the
pains of sickness and the other woes incidental to our fallen nature are not to be compared to the anguish that is brought on the
earth by man's inhumanity to man.
So that
we have to thank ourselves for our sorrows.
God gave mankind the priceless gift of freedom of will, and man used it to sin. The
wages of sin are death and suffering. Here
we have in brief compass the logical genesis
of our woes.
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Yet God has turned
ing which

our

this

pain and suffer-

we have brought on

sins, into

a blessing.

by
Pain, anguish, and
ourselves

sorrow, in themselves physical evils, have be-

come the source of the
Since

fits.

man

greatest moral bene-

chose to sin and to incur

the punishment of pain, God shows His
power and His mercy by making this very

pain into the instrument of our greatest good.

Those who think deeply and

see truly

must

realize the profit that pain brings to the soul.

To

begin with, the endurance of pain and
is the greatest proof that we can

suffering

give of our sincerity and of our love.
true

and pure love

ing and

sacrifice.

All

is made perfect in sufferThe love of country, the

love of one's neighbor, the chaste love of
husband and wife, the love which those consecrated to

and

God

in religion

for humanity,

have for

God

the love of parent for

and of child for parent, receive their
greatest consecration and reach their supreme
height of pure intensity when proved and
witnessed by the endurance of pain and of
The love which can not stand this
sorrow.
worthy the name, and, on the
not
test is
child
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other hand, any pure and noble love
sirous of proving itself

some
it is

by some

is

sacrifice

one who is loved.
that the whole of history, both

de-

and

Thus

effort for the

human

and divine, is made beautiful by heroism
which springs from the endurance of pain.

The

dauntless fortitude of patriotism, the

loving self-sacrifice of mothers, the fortitude
of priests, the courage of confessors, the
purity of virgins, the heroism of saints, are
all made possible because there is pain to be

endured, sacrifices to be made, and sorrow
to be voluntarily

undergone for the sake of

love and principle.

Viewed

in this light, sorrow

and suffering

are inestimable benefits, because they give

occasion

With

all the

our will
to
its

for

still

the

exercise

of

heroic

love.

weakness of our fallen nature,
retains its

embrace pain and

power voluntarily

sacrifice in

testimony of

love.

Moreover, suffering has another benefit
for us in that

it

takes our hearts

away from

the worthless but alluring goods of time, and

sends our thoughts towards eternity.
all is

When

comfortable and easy the soul naturally

Sufering
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immersed in sensible and present
and forgets the things of eternity.
There are few who are great enough of soul
to bear entire prosperity without becoming
It needs the goad of
selfish and worldly.
pain and the sting of adversity to start the
soul out from its earthly nest and send it
winging towards heaven. The cauterizing
fire of grief and of physical pain is the most
powerful cure for worldliness and sensuality.
Many a soul has been ruined by too much
pleasure and prosperity, and many a heart
has been cured of its worldliness and brought
back to God by the remedy of pain.
Again, it is much easier to serve God and
merit heaven when we are in some suffering
than when all goes well with us. There is
nothing to be done with suffering except to
offer it to God.
It has a sort of consecration
which fits it for nothing but either the sullen
endurance of the brute or the resigned oblaThe good things of
tion of the Christian.
life we can use quite comfortably for ourWe have
selves, without thinking of God.
a present need and liking for them, and
grows

pleasures,

therefore

it

requires a greater effort for our
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from these good things
But for pain and
to offer them up to God.
suffering we have no use except to offer them
up to God. Hence when pain is on us the
religious soul turns naturally to God, purisoul to detach itself

fies

the intentions of

think of

its

its

heart, finds

it

easy to

Father in Heaven, because the

and weary
you look back on your
life and consider what were the most meritorious days you spent, you will find that
The
they were not the most pleasant days.
delightful hours when you were in health
and high spirits, when the world was sunny
and it seemed good to live, were perhaps the
very days in which you got farther from
God His gifts fall so gently and ceaselessly from His bountiful hand that we
grow to forget the Giver and take for
earth

by

is

made

distasteful, painful,

this suffering.

granted

all

God

If

does for us.

The

times in

which you prayed best, thought most of
Heaven, raised your heart oftenest to God,
were the times of pain and sorrow. When
grief threw its dark shadow on you, and
hard crust of
forge tfulness and complacency, and pierced

when pain

drilled through the
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your heart, then you turned to God as a
hurt child turns to its mother, and spoke to
Him out of the very depth of your need.
It

is

true that there are

some

whom

grief

hardens and embitters but this is their fault,
and not the fault of God's merciful provi;

In His designs

dence.

all

things are in-

tended for His glory and the good of souls,
and just as we can misuse any good gift,
so also

we can misuse

the gift of suffering

and of pain.
Another sweet efficacy of suffering is to
make our hearts more tender and considerate
of the pain of others.
attributes of the

human

One of
heart

the loveliest

capacity

is its

for sympathy and compassion; yet, if we
have not felt pain ourselves, or if a long
period of unbroken happiness has dulled our
recollection

keenly,

we

means
very apt to grow

what

of
are

the suffering of others.

makes our heart

it

to

callous to

The touch

It

we

be-

skilled in healing others, because

we

have known what
selves.

of pain

sensitive to others' pain.

opens the springs of compassion, and

come

suffer

Who

are

it is

to be

wounded

our-

the most compassionate

!
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Those who have themselves

and tender?

the greatest capacity for suffering, those

who

have suffered the most themselves. Again,
if there were no suffering we should not have
the blessed opportunity of practising Chris-

Consider what glorious

tian compassion.

have sprung up

like lilies from the
dark soil of human suffering. All the great
works of mercy, the hospitals, the asylums,

charities

the orphanages, the

homes

for the poor, all

organized Christian charities, are meant in

one way or another to alleviate
ing.

And

the vast

ized charities

I

sum

Who

of

human

silent,

suffer-

unorgan-

can calculate their ex-

tent or weigh their merit in the sight of

What

a loss to the

human

God

race if all the

splendid heroism that has risen from suffering, all the tender

mercy to which suffering
were taken from the

has given occasion,

world

I

But the supreme lesson of the worth of
suffering and pain is given us by the Son of
God himself. Behold that amazing example
before which all other instances pale and
fade away
The Infinite and Eternal, most
happy in Himself, saw in His wisdom the
I
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value and efBcacy of suffering, anH came to
earth and assumed
that

He who

human

surpassed

nature in order

all beings in perfec-

might also surpass them all in suffering.
this mystery the intellect of man
When God chose
staggers and goes blind.
that the eternal Son of God should become
tion

Before

man

for the salvation of sinners,

He

decreed

and anguish this
the supreme agony

that after a life of sorrow

God-Man

should die in
and humiliation of the crucifixion.
sight of the crucifix stops in our

The

mouths the

words of complaint for our own suffering.
In the light that is shed from the crucifix the
whole face of the world is changed. The
Son of Man hanging on the cross in His
three hours' agony shows us as nothing else
can the preciousness of suffering, by which
He gives the supreme proof of love, conquers
for all ages the powers of evil, redeems all
souls, glorifies His eternal Father.
His voluntary passion and death have forever
weighed down the balance on the side of
goodness and of justice, so that all the sins
of men and angels can never pull it back to
the side of evil.
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Applying these principles

to the dreadful

devastations of the war and the agony that
it

has caused in the world,

we should

see the

merciful designs of Providence shining be-

hind these clouds of sorrow.

For

this

all

physical agony, pain, and horror, great good

has come upon mankind.

The pure

zeal of

patriotism, the innumerable deeds of heroic

the

self-sacrifice,

mercy on the

angelic

battlefield

ministrations

and

of

in the hospitals,

homehave been made possible by

the charity towards the afflicted and
less,

these things

the war. It has caused besides a great search-

Men

and women who were
sunk deeply in their own selfish interests and
affairs have started up as from a stupor and
performed deeds of charity and heroism of
which before they would never have believed
themselves capable.
Many and many, their
eyes washed clear by tears, have seen the
worthlessness of earth, and have turned their
ing of hearts.

longing looks to heaven.

The

materialistic

stupor that was coming over the civilization
of

The

Europe has been

violently

dispelled.

mists of sensual indulgence have been

shaken,

souls

have been

stirred

to

their
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and hearts have been purified by
pain.
It is for these things, no less than as
a punishment for our transgressions, that the
depths,

merciful Father of

men

allows these catas-

come upon the world. Fixing
our eyes on the crucifix, considering that
the end of life is not to make merry, but to
win heaven, and that all things are precious
as they help us to serve God and save our
souls, we may keep our hearts calm and controphes to

fident even in this time of widespread desolation.

love
ing,

For in God's good time, to those who
all things, even pain and sufferwork together unto good

Him,

I

THE POOR SOULS

N

^•'XToTHiNG

defiled can enter heaven,"

hence even a venial sin unatoned
for

is

a bar from that abode of the

On

All-holy and All-pure.

the other hand,

many, indeed most of those who
grace, die, alas,

die in God's
without having made due

which we
wretched life, or for
the temporal punishment due to mortal sins
after their guilt has been remitted.
Hence
there is need of a middle place or state of
atonement which we call "purgatory," or the

satisfaction for the venial sins of

commit

so

many

in this

make

place of purging, of cleansing souls to

them

fit

for heaven.

This, in brief,

is

the

reason for purgatory.

Notice that purga-

was not included

in the original plan of

tory

creation,

We

save contingently on man's

force, so to speak, this

upon

creation.

We

make

sin.

sad prison-house
it

necessary by

our venial sins and neglect of penance.
It is not difficult to believe the teaching
of the Church in regard to purgatory, neither
is it

hard to persuade
78

men

of the need and
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charity of praying for the dead that they

may

be loosed from their

sins.

The Great

War

has immensely increased the number of
those who believe and practise prayer for the

dead, because misfortune has a great logic
of its own to pierce through false systems of

thought and silly misconceptions, and to
show things as they are. Before the war
you would have found many glib talkers
who would have argued down any assertion
that

Now,

it

helps the dead to pray for them.

same people, pierced to the heart
by the sudden death of some one they love,
And
are on their knees praying for his soul.
the mere fact that one prays for the dead
these

necessarily

involves

the

admission

of

a

—

middle place or state purgatory. For if
the dead are in heaven already there is no
need to pray for them; if they are in hell
The only departed souls
there is no use.
whom we can help by our prayers are the
souls in purgatory.

November

is

the

month

specially devoted

and prayer for the poor souls in
purgatory but, indeed, the .memory of them
and the pity of them should pursue us
to thought

;
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throughout the entire year.

more

we

lively faith, if

If

we had

a

mean-

realized the

ing of this teaching of our holy Church of
the existence of purgatory,

we should

be con-

sumed with sorrow, sympathy, and eagerness
That is our
to help the poor suffering souls.
chief difficulty, the great cause of our apathy

—

and neglect of them we do not realize.
suffering which we do not realize excites

And

neither our pity nor our active help.
these countless souls are suffering,

Yet

and they

cry out to us for assistance.

Some
cave-in,

years ago a dreadful accident, a

occurred

in

an

American

mine.

Several of the wretched miners were buried

under tons of earth. All of them were killed
He escaped death, but he was
but one.
pinned down under a heavy beam, and there
was enough air left in the shaft to keep him
By pounding on a
alive for many days.
beam he gave signs that he was still alive;
and on the instant, through the notices published in the papers, hundreds and thousands
of

men and women

all

over the country be-

gan to take an intimate and personal interest in the fate

of the buried man.

Everv-
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thing possible was done to save him.
the greatest care a small iron pipe

down through the earth, until
those above knew it had reached

With

was driven
by signals
the buried

Through the pipe food was let down,
encouraging messages sent; and meanwhile
men were digging night and day to get
through the mass of earth and rescue the
man at the bottom of it. Finally, in the
man.

'

midst of general rejoicing, in which people
far

the

away joined

man was

as heartily as the bystanders,

reached, extricated from his

agonizing situation, and restored to the light

and

air.

Only a few strong diggers had
actually to help him out; but, if it

been able
had been practicable and necessary, one
could have got the help of hundreds of thousands.

They

realized his terrible predica-

ment and wanted to rescue him from it. So,
if we can bring home to ourselves the dreadful predicament of the Poor Souls, we shall
be most ready and eager to help them.

Let us think then,

first

of

all,

of the vast

number of souls who are in purgatory.
Every day, in the ordinary course of nature,
one hundred thousand

human

beings die.
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Nearly a million a week; in a month, as
many, almost, as the whole population of
New York City; in a year, something like
thirty-five

many

millions

I

Now

consider

how

of these, excepting only the innocent

who have been baptized and never
committed any sin, are fit for instant entrance into heaven and escape purgatory altogether.
So, most souls must pass some
children,

time in the cleansing gulf of purgatory.
at this present time, when sudden death

And
is

seeking out so

in hospitals, the

many

in the trenches

number of

and

souls in purga-

even greater. God alone knows what
countless multitudes are there now, lifting
tory

is

from that place of suffering,
pleading with us to help them more quickly
pitiful voices

to heaven!

God,

in

His wisdom, has chosen

to tell

about purgatory. How long
a soul must abide there we do not know.
Some of the saints have told of visions which
would indicate that some wretched souls
must wait many years, perhaps until judg-

us very

little

ment day, before the traces of
are burned and purged away.

their offenses

And

in this
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self-indulgent, pleasure-loving, worldly age,
when men and women do so little penance

of any kind and shrink from self-inflicted
suffering for their sins, it seems clear that

huge arrears remain to be paid in purgatory.
Concerning the precise nature of the physical punishment of purgatory we likewise

know

that

little

sayings of the saints

torment of

fill

Some have thought and

apprehensions.
said that there

But, again, the
us with the uneasiest

certain.

is

is

fire as

here the same excruciating
there

the sole difference

is

in hell itself,

with

that in purgatory the

Yet, whatever
the physical agonies of the Poor Souls may
be, they are to be feared for ourselves and
pitied in others, because all God's works are
thorough and effective, and He punishes as

sufferings

have an ending.

rewards, with exactness and fully.
Yet the greatest pain of purgatory, like
the greatest agony of hell, is not physical

He

and of longing for, the unspeakably desired vision and
enjoyment of God! Our soul has an im-

pain.

It

is

the sense of loss of,

mense craving for happiness; it has unbounded energy and unspeakably great de-
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While we

sires.

energies

on

are

in

this

world these

expend themselves to a great degree
and the craving for hap-

sensible objects;

piness, the

mainspring of all human activifrom one object to another

drives us on

ties,

in a restless quest for satisfaction.

the

moment

But

of death the soul leaves

at
all

material things, even the very body, behind,

and plunges into an immense solitude in
which there is nothing to make us happy but
God alone. Then happens a thing wonderThe
ful to us, but most natural in itself.
soul, created for God, blindly craving for
God all during life, now awakens to a realization that all

its

desire,

all its need,

its

is for God,
and it
immense energy of its being
in one tremendous and unspeakable striving
and craving to possess Him
It is, to use a

yearning,

spends

its

longing,

all the

!

necessarily

child

who

danger
of
to

feeble

comparison,

when a

all the

night suddenly sees the face

and rushes with all its strength
meet him. But the soul that has died in
its

father,

—

can not possess God
an insuperable obstacle.

sin

as

has been lost in darkness and

its

uncleanness

is

In the case of

—

—

:
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to the last

and

die in mortal sin this awful insatiable long-

ing

the chiefest torture of eternity.

is

in souls

yet

still

who have

But

died in God's friendship,

stained with sin, this tremendous

yearning for

God

is

the chief torture of pur-

Such a soul leaps eagerly to the

gatory.

cleansing waters of purgatory, bearing with
willingness whatever sorrow, so that

pays

its

price

for the sight of

it

only

God.

Its

yearnings are thus beautifully expressed by

Cardinal

Newman

of Gerontius"
'Take me away and
There let me be,

in his

poem, "The Dream

in the lowest

deep

And

there in hope the lone night-watches
Told out for me.
There, motionless and happy in my pain,

keep,

Lone, not forlorn

There

will I sing
Until the morn.

There

will I sing,

my

sad perpetual strain

and soothe

my

stricken breast,

Which

ne'er can cease
throb, and pine, and

To
Of

its

languish,

'till

possessed

Sole Peace.

There will I sing
Take me away.
That sooner I may

my

absent Lord and Love

rise,

and go above,

And see Him in the truth of everlasting day."
Imagine, then, if you can, the agony and
Innumyearning of that place of sorrow.
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some of them, perhaps, dear to
stretched on a bed of agony
and yearning which they have made for
themselves by their sins.
They have not, as
we have in our sufferings, the distractions of

erable souls,

us in this

life, lie

earth, the consolation of friends.

They

lie

in lonely, wakeful darkness, racked with desire

and

regret.

We

might shorten

their

time of suffering by little acts of penance,
indulgenced prayers, easy aspirations.
But

we
for

—

and they suffer! They yearn
with an agonized, undistracted, con-

forget

God

and the memory of
their sins that hold them back from Him is
as gall and wormwood to them.
These sins
are keeping them from God, and they have
lost forever that degree of glory which they
might have merited by avoiding venial sins
and practising virtue. This remorse and regret, the painful hunger for the vision of
God, the consequences and realization of the
worthlessness of sin, the folly of it, and the
loss of it, keep them in agony in their bed of
sorrows.
Those who have spent long wake-

stant, exquisite longing;

ful nights, a prey, perhaps, to sorrow or to
regret,

can feebly realize what

this

long vigil

The Poor Souls
of punishment must be,

when
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the soul, whose

whole being yearns for God, pines alone in
the darkness, wakeful and suffering, full of
regret and sorrow at the offenses for which
it suffers, and eagerly desirous for its time
of suffering to pass.
that by the

Holy

Then

think to yourself

Sacrifice of the

Mass, an

by gaining indulgences, by offering up Holy Communion, the
giving of alms, by any of the spiritual or
corporal works of mercy, you can so readily
make atonement for some of the remaining
punishment due to these Holy Souls and
act of charity, of prayer,

about their speedier entrance into
heaven
How can we be indifferent to these
thoughts^ How can we fail to make and
keep an effective resolution to help the Holy

bring

I

month of November, but throughout the entire year'^

Souls, not only during their

THE FEAST OF GENEROUS LOVE
IS

too bad that the fine old custom of

ITmaking

Christmas gifts has fallen into

such a decay.
gifts are not

made

Not

of course that

deed, one has only to look at the

dows

many

—
—but

at Christmas time

in-

show win-

to be convinced of the contrary

that Christmas giving has fallen to such a

low

level,

a material shoving about of more

or less bulky packages, a scramble to give

"something" to every one who, we think, will
it, or who, we suppose, intends giving
"something" to us. The gaudy show window laden with all sorts of extravagant and
more or less useless "holiday goods" not at
all holy and sometimes very doubtfully good
is a fit symbol of the modern Christmas
The fat-paunched oaf, with red nose
gift.
expect

—

—

and an overfed smile, a bag full of falling
goodies and a stereotyped expression of cheer
is

the

How

fit

presiding genius for such a place.

out of place the Crib and the Christ-

Child would seem in the midst of these gewHis fit setting would be a window

gaws

I
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remembrances to
and of bountiful baskets for the

full of quiet, tender little

one's friends

poor.

And

the pity

the greater because, rightly-

is

and

understood

God

and on
is

either part that love,

most

fitly

it

so briefly

as our love

to

truly,

is

more

and

is

and

unselfish

true, unselfish,

and

sin-

does the impulse and the desire grow

communicate and share

the

and

true

Love,

In proportion

the giving of gifts.

is

cere, so

gifts.

in actions rather than in words,

the action most natural to true

love

like all

expressed by

as St. Ignatius has

shown

the very soul of

it

For Christmas is the feast of the
for man and of man for God,

the feast.

love of
love,

custom of

the

practised,

Christmas giving has in

one

whom we

love.

all

we have with

God

Himself,

whose infinite perfection is so far removed
from our littleness, owns and acts upon this
universal law of love.
Or, rather, to speak
more correctly, the generosity of true love,
like all other created perfections, has its ex-

emplar and source
is God.

in the Infinite Generosity

who

We

take all that

God

has given us so

90

much

The Feast

of Generous

for granted that

it

Love

needs some careful

thought to bring home to us the amazing
With a
generosity of His adorable love.
profusion and a liberality whose very vastness stuns our powers of apprehension,

forever multiplying
able gifts.

Science

He

is

upon us His inconceivis

just beginning to ex-

plore the fringes of creation, and discovers

day by day new manifestations of the
nuity

(it is

a poor word, but

are poor to speak of

all

inge-

our words

God) with which God

plans this universe, though

it

is

a fallen

world and only meant as a place of exile unThe heavens at night
til He calls us home.
blazing with uncounted stars, each one of
which is the sun of another system, appall
us with the thought of the vastness of preparation with which His omnipotence has prepared a dwelling place for us. And within
each atom of that unthinkable, vast cloud of
worlds our finest instruments of precision
can find another universe in little, as perfectly designed, as utterly sustained, as the

great systems of stars.

Consider reverently

and wonder of the
world, of inanimate and of living things,
the bewildering beauty

The Feast

of Generous

Love
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and you may catch a glimpse of the immense
and provident generosity of God's love.
We ourselves, body and soul, are another
of the gifts by which God shows us His love.
As you stand you are a living monument to
Your body is the most
His generosity.
wonderful of all His material creation.
Your soul is a marvel whose beauty and
splendor will be one of the breathless delights of

your eternity.

these gifts

we can

are other gifts of

The

preciousness of

faintly conceive, but there

God

that go altogether be-

yond the scope of our comprehension.
gives us a sublime and heavenly quality

He
into

our soul called Sanctifying Grace, which

makes us by
fit

its

presence sons of

God and

for heaven, sharers in the justice of Christ

and co-heirs with Him of His Father's Kingdom. He has prepared, with a special view
to our profit and salvation, the immense organization of His Church, its priests, who
may be found everywhere in the world, its
incessant offering of innumerable Masses,

its

ever ready sacraments, which meet us at the
cradle and never leave off their ministry of

The Feast
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of Generous

grace until our anointed body

Love
is

ready for

the blessed tomb.

There

is

a profusion,

an immensity, a

repetition about God's generosity in spiritual

things

that

irresistibly

reminds us of the

profusion of natural blessings.
are as wonderful, as thick

the stars.

And

just as

and

He

His graces

as countless as

holds us in the

hollow of His hand, watches us as no mother
ever watched over her ailing babe, and supports us every instant

by His power

lest

we

fall back into that nothingness from
which we came, so in our feeble strivings for
heaven it is His grace, the touch of His
finger, the breathings of His Holy Spirit,
that gives us the marvelous power to merit
heaven and make our slightest actions done
in His service profitable to us, beyond all
comprehension, for an increase of glory in
We are overpowered
the world to come.
with goodness, snowed upon with blessings,
bewildered and struck dumb by the multiplied gifts of God.

should

And

all these gifts are

summed

up, bodied

forth sealed and signed and delivered to us
in the

supreme Gift which we commemorate

:

!
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For

in the feast of Christmas.

ger of Bethlehem

!

!

we

see

God

Love
in the
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man-

Himself, whose

was dissatisfied with all His other
come in our own human nature, sur-

generosity
gifts,

rendered to

us, irrevocably

ours for all eter-

and bone of our bone,
long as God is God.

nity, flesh of our flesh

our blood Brother as
Creation is marvelous, but here we are
Grace is an unspeakable
given the Creator.

and Finisher of
beyond all conand Light of
the
Sun
here
is
but
ceiving,
And beside the Child stands Mary,
heaven.
His mother, our most faithful intercessor,
the mirror of His goodness, linking this Son
of God with our human nature, God's
Well did the poet
mother and our mother
Crashaw, carried away by the contemplation

gift,

but here

Grace.

is

Heaven

the Author
is

glorious

I

of this Christmas scene, cry out:
Welcome

wonders

all

in

one sight!

Eternity shut in a span

Summer

in

winter, day in night
earth, and God in

Heaven on

man

Great Little One, whose all-embracing birth
Lifts earth to Heaven; lowers Heaven to earth!

And the lovely Eucharistic hymn
Thomas sings most sweetly

of St.

The Feast
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of Generous

Se nascens

Love

dedit socium,

Convescens in edulium,
Se moriens in pretium,
Se regnans dat in premium.

At birth He gave Him for our company;
At the Last Supper, our soul's food to be;
Upon the Cross, our saving ransom He;
In Heaven, our prize for

the infinite generosity of God,

we

feebly conjecture the infinite love

He

From

may

all eternity.

has for us.

And

in consequence of this uni-

law of true love our love for God
must be measured by our generosity toward
Him. Can we be generous toward God?
Not, of course, in the sense that we can give
Him benefits or do Him favors. In Himself He is all-sufficient, and whatever we
offer Him is already His own.
It would
seem that we are at a dreadful disadvantage
versal

when we

strive to

erosity of

His

make a return for the genBut He has provided

love.

we may be generous even to Him the
Most High. Did you ever reflect how very

so that

little,

relatively,

pain of sin?
that

God demands
The

God makes on

very great, after

all.

absolute

of us under

requirements

our service are not so

He

asks of us little so

as to give scope to our generosity to

do

still

The Feast
more than

He

The Lord

requires.

He

cheerful giver.

Love
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loveth a

to offer us

delights

opportunities of showing generosity in

His

service.
It

was

this

thought that stirred the hearts

of the saints to greater and greater efforts

whole hearts to God. Like
went to lengths
that frighten and surprise our cold and selfto give

their

true lovers as they were, they

God proofs of their generAnd we should follow them

ish hearts, to give

osity

and

love.

as closely as

we

can,

urging ourselves to

generous giving to the Christ-Child at Christ-

mas

time, offering

Him now

the service

we

have long been delaying, the sacrifices we
have been fearing, the fervor we have been
resolving without courage to put our purpose
to effect.
It is the feast of God's loving
generosity to us; let us

make

it

of our loving generosity toward

But God has made

still

we can

God!

further provision

to allow us to be generous to

needs nothing,

a feast also

give

Him.

Him

He

nothing;

He

But
is above our bounty and our care.
with divine wisdom He has provided against

this

lack

of

occasion

for

ministrations

The Feast of Generous Love
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toward Him.

He

He

points to all those

whom

His brothers and sisters in this
Christmas mystery, and declares to us that
whatever we do to the least of these His
brethren we do it unto Him.
Here is the
inspiration of Christian charity of which
Here is an
likewise Christmas is the feast.
takes for

endless opportunity offered us of being gen-

God Himself

erous to

around

in the persons of those

It is a fearful as well as a

us.

won-

derful thought, that our least deed toward
others

is

done also to God.

It shakes the

heart with apprehension as

well as with
even the poorest
and most simple, take on an awe-inspiring
dignity in the light of Christmas morning,

Those about

longing.

us,

them is brother to the Babe
of Bethlehem, and what we do to any of His
brethren is done to Christ.
It is of this
of Christmas,
generosity
toward
spirit
for the least of

others for the sake of Christ, that Christmas
gifts are

meant

expression.

mas

spirit

to

be the reminder and the

If we would give in the Christwe should give for the love of

Christ.

Put down the page and think

for a while

The Feast
what your

gifts

What would
for
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should be next Christmas.

sum

in

His name?

The answer

of your opportunities for

helping, cheering, benefiting the

you.

Love

Christ have you do for others

His love and

will be the

of Generous

many about

ESPECIALLY YOURS

PERHAPS you may
aged,

in

feel just a bit discour-

reading or hearing of the

needs of the Church and her children,
to think

what a wee

little

sibly play in helping to

are already hard put to

part you can posmeet them. You

it,

perhaps, in meet-

ing the necessary grind of living, and feel

constrained to cry out sometimes with the
fair,

wise Portia,

"My

little

body

is

Your means,

of this great world."

aweary
too, for

your economies and sparings, are hopeanything worth while,
as it seems to you, and you settle down into
a sort of desperate resignation perhaps to do
nothing at all for the Church just now, under
present conditions, thinking meanwhile how
very much you would do if you were only as
all

lessly inadequate to

rich as Jane, as leisured as

ented as

Mary

Tom,

or as tal-

or Jim.

Perhaps you are
Perhaps you would.
much better than they, who with greater
opportunities do as little as you for their
neighbor or for the Church.
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But the prob-

Especially Tours
abilities

are

that even with
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much

greater

little more than you
you could practically
make your own the truth that there is some
work for the Church which God means to be
especially yours, and which He has therefore given you ample talent and means to
do, and to do better perhaps than any one

means you would do

are doing now, unless

else in the world.

For God, who

sees truly,

and

sees things

world as a
hodgepodge of work to be done and no one
to do it, and of opportunities offered with no
one who can take them. He has ordered the
world by His providence so that men can
be helped by men, and so that the needs of
others may be our own sublime opportunity.
What He wishes us to do He brings to our
notice and puts in our power, giving us at
the same time the sweet and moving influence and aid of His grace to enable us to do
it for His love.
At your door He puts your
opportunity.
All we need do is find out the
particular work for which God has fitted us,
and we shall surprise ourselves, and others
as well, by the amount we can accomplish.
as they are, does not regard the

910-144
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How can you find the work? It lies
around you. Make a survey of the things
You will find, in
that are in your power.
the

place,

first

the opportunity for

many

and personal kindnesses that are either
thrust on your attention, or come to you as
a suggestion from without, or are brought
to your mind by divine grace, which is the

subtle

voice of

God

the kindness which

seems a
it

it

trifling thing,

or let

it

Ah,
Because

whispering to your soul.

these are precious opportunities

pass.

I

comes your way to do
do not for that despise

Slight, passing kindnesses

sometimes cheer despairing souls or hearten
timid ones, nerve the despondent in critical
decisions,

and give the disillusioned and the
new confidence in man and a

bitter of heart a

new hope of

life.

Can they be

have such possibilities?

And

trifles if

they

such oppor-

commonest things in life.
upon us whenever we are in
others' company.
Our days are dotted with
them, and each one is an offer from God.
Unfortunately for some of us, we are not
equally blessed with what one may call the
natural talent for kindness. One would like

tunities

They

are the

press
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good people are kind at
probably the truth.
But
also true that some of us have a hard

to believe that all

heart
it

is

—and

that

is

come up from
our hearts into our words and looks and actions where it can cheer and delight our
neighbors.
But if some effort is needed to
time of

it,

letting that kindness

take advantage of these everyday opportunities for

being kind, this effort will increase

The most unkind by

our merit.

nature

should make the greater study to be kind.
Besides these ordinary and everyday opportunities of helping others

by a kind word

in season or a bit of tactful

warning or ad-

vice,

there

is

the vast field of individual

In your neighborhood there is
something for you to do which is especially
yours, and which no one else can accomplish
for you.
God has divided up the world
among us and given each one a little sphere
of action and influence.
In a small circle
you are supreme, and no one can do so well
the work that is yours.
It may be helping
some poor and sensitive person of whose
necessity no one knows so well as yourself,
and whom no one else can so tactfully recharity.
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may be
some Catholic who
Or

lieve.

it

a matter of persuading
is

about such

careless

things to help on Catholic literature or to

You

read Catholic periodicals.

live

next

you meet him every day, and so it is
a most easy and obvious thing for you to
speak about some good Catholic book or lend

door, or

your copy of a Catholic magazine, mentioning the article in which you think he will be
especially interested.

Or it may be that you have a little time on
a Saturday afternoon and the knack of teaching catechism, and that the youngsters in
your neighborhood or in some poor parish
that you know are in need of catechetical
No one can get them together
instruction.
so readily as you,

and so the work of gather-

ones and teaching them their

ing the

little

faith

is

obviously especially yours.

is

that poor boy or girl

there

surroundings, and

who

brought to your notice.
pose

it

happened

so'?

has

who

is

Or

else

in

bad

somehow been

Why
Was

do you supnot God's

it

providence that has brought this occasion for
charitable effort to your attention, and is

keeping

it

especially yours'?

The

little

op-
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come our way

are

such

precious things, and they are the results of

such long prevision and careful planning in
the councils of God!
He only knows in
what remote ages He set in motion the train
of circumstances which led up to this precious little opportunity

which

He now

puts

before you as especially yours.

Then

there

is

the help that

abled to give to Catholic

you are en-

societies.

parish and in your city there are a

In your

number

of these organizations for the glory of

and

for the

good of

souls, chief

God

among them

which claims your
loyalty and your service from the long benefits you have received from it from the time
you were a little child. These societies are
to you an opportunity. They offer to you the
occasion of gaining that blessing which Our
Lord expressed in the words, "Where there
are two or three gathered together in My
name, there am I in the midst of them."
You say that you can not belong to them all,
and that is quite true. Each is an opportunity, but you can not take advantage of all
Still, there are some of
the opportunities.

perhaps

the

Sodality,
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these societies that are especially yours, that

God means

to be the occasion for

practise piety

The

choose.

and

zeal.

you to

Look about you and

variety of such societies allows

for the difference in tastes

and

talents.

You

can not belong to all, but there are some in
which you should feel particularly interested.
Join them and consider them in the providence of God as especially yours. Not that

you are

to cultivate a ridiculous partisanship

for them, but that, while serving one or

you

two

having special
esteem for the work of the ones in which you
are not immediately occupied.
Choose your work and, because you can do
only a little, be all the more solicitous not to
let that little remain undone; because, little
though it may be, it is especially yours.
societies,

We

will love

all,

have, all of us, a certain

sure, a certain

amount of

lei-

proportion of energy, interest,

and money that we can somehow spare from
If you doubt this, conour own necessities.
sider the very poor,
to keep

body and

who

are

hard put to

soul together.

They

it

are

the most charitable people in the world, be-

cause they will relieve the necessity of a
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neighbor out of their own great want.
The
sublime instance of heroic charity given us

by Our Lord in the Scriptures was not taken
from among the wealthy Sadducees nor from
the ostentatious Pharisees.
It was the poor

widow who dropped a

tiny coin into the

treasury of the temple; but that tiny coin

was her whole living. How lovingly was
she regarded and spoken of by the tender
heart of Christ
So with you also the less
able you are to spare the time and money for
works of charity, the more blessing will be
yours for the little you can do.
Do not
!

neglect to give your precious mite.

:

THE THIRD VOCATION

NOT

long ago a devout Catholic

girl

asked us to write something for the

pressed

guidance of those who, as she exit, were called to the third vocation,

and of service
There are, she explained, so
many Catholic girls nowadays who have no
mind or no opportunity to enter the religious
life, and who, on the other hand, wish to
strive bravely for perfection and to do something more than ordinary for God and their
that

is,

to a life of virginity

in the world.

neighbor.

Many

of the spiritual books that

they read speak as though the vows of

reli-

gion and matrimony exhausted the possible
vocations for women, and so they are
puzzled sometimes to know whether their
own state is one that enters into the plans of
Providence, or whether the only state they
can aspire to is that which the world in the
spirit of ridicule has called the life of an
"old maid."

To begin
are no

with,

it is

quite clear that

more bound than men
io6

women

to enter the

The Third Vocation
state

either
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of religion or of matrimony.

Possibly the reason that the old-time writers

sometimes seemed to teach a contrary doctrine

was that

in the circumstances of their

time there appeared to be

women

little

place for

save in the cloister or the home.

we have now grown to the indusindependence of women and to their
presence in almost every business and profession, we have come to forget that in no
very remote day it was impossible for most
Used

as

trial

women who had no
make a

living

domestic

for

servants,

estates of their

themselves,
or

as

own

except

dependents

to
as

and

some other woman's home. In
it was wise to
advise young women either to seek a happy
and Christian marriage or to follow the call-

helpers in

common

ing of

prudence, therefore,

a

religious

women who had

life.

The

exceptional

a vocation other than these

might be expected to find out for themselves
and without the aid of books what sort of
life God meant them to pursue.
But the typewriter and the telephone and
the thousand avenues that modern methods
of business have offered to women who wish
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to

make

own living have quite altered
The Catholic girl, so far as
own living is concerned, is com-

their

the situation.

making her
ing more and more
her brothers; and

to a level of equality with
late developments, espe-

cially the changes of the war, bid fair to

hasten, for better or for worse, this equality

of the sexes as regards their industrial status.

Granted that a

girl

holy and devoted

can maintain herself in a

life in the

world, there re-

mains no reason to bid her choose between
the cloister and the sacrament, save the reason (and it is sometimes a very strong one)
that only in the one or the other will she be
safe in the

way

of salvation.

For one must own that both for men and
for women a state of virginity in the world
is an unusual and exceptional way of life.
The great majority of mankind quickly settle
the problem of vocation and declare for
matrimony. A small band of chosen souls
make the great renunciation and follow
Christ most closely in poverty, chastity, and
obedience.

To

live

without the consolation

of the cloister or the shelter of home is, one
must confess, out of the ordinary and, in a

The Third Vocation
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more perilous way of
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living.

ous, not in the sense that one's salvation

hard, but in that happiness

is

more

is

difficult

and lasting contentedness
less usual in this than in the states of marriage and of religion.
We are by nature so
gregarious that some sort of fixed society,
either of nature, as in the family, or by virtue of the vows, as in a religious community,
seems necessary for permanent content.
Then there is the apprehension and the severe
reality of old age, when the worn body and
enfeebled mind most crave and need the
shelter and comfort of home.
The Reliof achievement,

gious

is

assured of these in the

The mother

community.

looks for the cher-

when

she shall

But those who

elect the

ishing care of her children

have grown

old.

bosom of her

state of virginity in the world, unless they

make some

and wise provision for the
must fear loneliness and
decrepitude far more keenly than those who
have chosen the vows of religion or of marspecial

coming of old

age,

riage.

Keeping these remarks

in

mind,

it is still

clear that the state of virginity in the

world

no

The Third Vocation

may

be said to be for some a vocation in itand one approved under certain circumFor she permits and
stances by the Church.
even encourages those who live in the world
and who give promise of fidelity to that high
obligation, to take the vow of chastity, and

self

to bind themselves in this
virginity.

More

still,

way

to a life of

she teaches that vir-

ginity (and this applies even to the state of
virginity in the world)

is

in itself a

perfect state than marriage,

and

it

more

follows

from her teaching that those who take the
of virginity, even in the world, embrace a state more perfect in itself than is

vow

the state of marriage.

But, for

all

that,

she does, like a prudent mother, gently en-

courage and direct those

who

aspire to serve

God in a more perfect manner to choose the
holy life of religion, and leaves it free for
those

whom

special circumstances impel, to

find for themselves the state of virginity in

the world.

But there are several circumstances in
modern life that bid fair to increase the number of those who choose this latter way of
life.

It

is

increasingly possible,

for one

1
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thing, that a girl should support the dependents of her family through her own
labors, and the constant widening out of

woman's opportunity in the field of business
and the professions will make many a Catholic girl, who would otherwise have left the
world and have joyfully consecrated herself
to

a

God

in religion, stay to be the support of

widowed mother or the help of an aged

father or of a dependent relative.

God

these

gives exceptional graces to live a saintly

life in the

world, and admirably and glori-

many

ously do

of them respond

to

His

Others, again, are kept from the re-

graces.

by infirm
by the circumstances of
bringing-up, which opened up to them

ligious life

health,
their

To

it

by

may

still

other obstacles,

be, or

too late or not at all the opportunity of be-

coming a Religious. Others still have not
felt any attraction for the religious life, but
are strongly inclined to piety in the world,

and they consecrate themselves to God by the

vow of

virginity, remaining in the place for
which they feel themselves most fitted, and
where they conceive they can serve Him
most effectively.
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Honor

to them, those devoted

women who

carry the lily of a consecrated purity, white

and

fair,

Theirs

is

through the dark

airs

of the world.

a strange lot and sometimes a hard

one, but their life flowers out in manifold
service, sometimes of such a kind as none
but they can give. Their zeal and selfsacrifice are the mainstay of how many

Catholic charities

!

Their secret good works

fragrant many lonely places where
none but they can come. The silent influence of their good example sweetens the quiet
circle where they move, and their absence
would be sadly felt should they withdraw
For them the
their unselfish ministrations.
phrase ''old maid" would merit a new meanFor
ing full of praise and congratulation.
they grow old in a consecrated maidenhood,
old handmaids of the Lord who have wearied their old hands in well-doing, dimmed
their eyes in reading and in soothing the
trials and sorrows of others, and worn out

make

their

old limbs in ministering to Christ's

children and to His poor.

When

they fall

having known no
lasting home sometimes on earth. He will
asleep in the

Lord

at last,
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receive

them

into the choir of virgins to be

close to

Him

for eternity.

Let

us, then,

give due esteem to the state

of virginity in the world, not lessening its
glories, while at the same time we avoid setting

it

up

as equal to the

most admirable

state of the religious life of the three vows.

an exceptional state, and therefore not
be urged upon, or recommended to,

It is

to

women
of

its

in general.

own, and

come of

is

It needs special graces

most part the outThose who
may be said to need

for the

special circumstances.

follow this

way of

life

extra graces and, while they belong to the
laity, to require

something of the direction,

and the helps in the
enjoyed by Religious.

the safeguards,
life that are

spiritual

In this connection the Sodality, properly
understood and well conducted, offers itself
as a

powerful means of safety and

sanctifica-

In
the rules of the Sodality they will find a
comprehensive and well-planned rule of life
which will guide them surely and safely to
a close imitation of their Blessed Mother and
protectress.
In the holy practices recomtion to these virgins living in the world.

1
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mended

to Sodalists they will profit

by

the

wise experience of more than three centuries,
teaching them the means best suited to culti-

vate holiness in the world.

Among

the

numbers of their fellow Sodalists, both on
earth and in heaven, they will find many
companions like themselves, leading a similarly consecrated life, inspired by the same
ideals, and banded together in friendliness
and helpfulness under the same protection
of their most loving Mother.
It

is little

short of a calamity, then, that

many places these very
women, who most are fitted to
in

too

Catholic

be good

and are most in need of the associaof a good Sodality, are deprived of the

Sodalists
tion

opportunity of entering one, either because
none exists or because the organization called

by that name is only a travesty of what a
It is a huge
Sodality by its rules should be.
misfortune, too, that so many of these same
women have been repelled and disappointed
by the Sodalities to which they have belonged, and have conceived an aversion to
the very society which
to

lead

them

to

is

above others suited

sanctity.

Several

times

The Third Vocation
since the beginning of our
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work of promoting

the true Sodality spirit the writer has been

approached by zealous Catholic women who
were desirous of making the Sodality the
bond of union for gathering under the banner of Mary these devout women living in
the world.
Indeed some such projects are
now being carried into execution. Without
any new rules or organization, with only the
spirit

of the Sodality to guide,

unite them,

and

its

its

charity to

rules to direct them, they

are planning to live together and to devote
what time they can spare from their efforts
for a livelihood to the carrying out of the

work that

offers itself for the

for the Church.

neighbor and

THE SPIRIT OF

THERE

is

in the

the

SACRIFICE

often a world of significance

mere history of a word.

word

'"sacrifice,"

in

its

Thus,
original

meaning, signifies merely "to make holy"
{sacrum facere).
But since the victims
which were "made holy" by being offered
to God were usually consumed in token of
His supreme dominion and of man's entire
dependence upon Him, the word "sacrifice"

—

has come to have another meaning

the giv-

ing up of some dear and cherished object, the
offering of something

we

prize.

In the Old Law, as in the New,

sacrifice is

the supreme act of religion and service of

God. By degrees the word which originally
meant an act of worship by the sanctifying
of an offering to God has come to mean the
giving up of something dear to us.
The significance of this history of a word
is to be found in the thought that God's
service and love do indeed necessarily inWhoever will
clude some idea of sacrifice.
devote himself to the service of the Most
ii6

The

High and

give

Spirit of Sacrifice

God

special

1

17

honor must of
and

necessity cultivate the spirit of sacrifice

be willing to give up things that are dear to
him.
Indeed, the willingness to make sacrifices is

the test of our sincerity,

and

if

we do

not love God's honor and service enough to

make

sacrifices to please

Him, our

love

is

a

mere matter of sentiment and a passing fancy.
Again, as our poor human nature is made,
the service of

God

always requires that we

do some violence to our inclinations, and so
give up something that is dear to us and this
is another reason why God's service is always bound up with the idea of sacrifice.
To follow the mere way of the commandments involves the giving up of many things
to which our fallen nature inclines, but to
serve God in a more excellent way means to
give up a host of innocent pleasures and pursuits which, though good in themselves, are,
;

in

one

things

way or another, inconsistent with
we wish to do for God.

the

Thus, for instance, the supreme personal
which the Christian can make in this
world is the three-fold offering of the reli-

sacrifice

gious

vows of poverty,

chastity

and obedi-

1
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ence.

The

Spirit of Sacrifice

This makes one's whole

life

an act of

worship, a whole burnt offering to God.
is

It

the supreme sacrifice, to be lived out in

every day and hour of a long

life.

And

such an offering cuts off the maker of

it from
which would otherwise have
filled his days. His individual life is merged
into the life of the community to which he
belongs, and he departs from home and
friends to live among others who have like
himself made a sacrifice of their homes and
friends, of their daily lives and all their private interests and pursuits, to God.
Moreover, the daily life of a good religious is the
living out in its details of a tremendous sacrifice.
By poverty, he renounces that universal craving to have goods and possessions
of his own, a competence which he can feel
master of and give or keep as he chooses.
By chastity, he renounces the whole range of
homely pleasures which gather about one's

all the things

own

fireside,

the joy of those children

might have been

his,

the

the housing of friends

—

goes with the establishing of one's
ily

who

company of a wife,
all in a word that

and the building of a home.

own famBy obedi-

The
makes

ence, he

of

all,

Spirit of Sacrifice
sacrifice

own

his

own

pation

of the dearest thing

—

has of ruling

in a word, of being his

religious life

own occuown master

his

own

So that the

destinies.

essentially

is

and

in detail a life

sacrifice.

But the

life

in the world

of

man

fortunes and choosing his

and deciding
of

ig

sovereign will and the in-

grained love which every
his

i

its details,

less truly, in

God
many

The

selfish

of the fervent servant of

is

none the

a life of sacrifice.

which make us prone to
seek enjoyment rather than the hard performance of our duty and lead us to selfish
pursuits rather than to the service of God,
make sacrifice on our part constantly necessary in order that we may obey God rather
than our own wishes and help our neighbor
as well as attend to our own interests and
inclinations in us

pursuits.
It

is

this continual necessity of

lence to ourselves, if
faithfully,

which has

saints such groanings of spirit.

times think that their

completely

subdued

doing vio-

we would serve God
wrung even from the

We

some-

human

nature was so

in

its

all

rebellions

The
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against the law of

God

row were things of
It

of

is

and

that sacrifice

little

moment

sor-

to them.

true that in their transports of the love

God

ings

they were able to despise the yearn-

of their nature and to renounce all

things easily for the love of the All-beloved,

but these transports did not endure forever,
and it required a heroic constancy and the
true spirit of sacrifice to enable them to go

on against the promptings of
serve
its

God by

their flesh

and

renouncing the whole world,

beauty, splendor, and desire.

Yet our

progress in serving

God and

in

bringing out our likeness to Christ depends
in greatest measure on our capacity for selfThe Saviour of us all, when He
sacrifice.
undertook the most arduous of all tasks the
salvation of a lost race and its lifting up
again to heaven, chose the hard way of sacri-

—

fice,

giving His

preme

own

life at last as the su-

not follow

Him

We

can
our redemption.
truly in any way save in the

sacrifice for

of the cross, of daily sacrifice and selfLet us search our conscience well
denial.

way
and

see

whether we are indulging ourselves
and de-

to the full in our whims, our fancies

The
or

sires,

Our Lord in the way of
His word was not spoken

following

daily sacrifice.
lightly,
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and

it

remains true for

all

time and

"If any man will come
himself and take up
deny
him
after Me, let
his cross and follow Me."
To begin with, one can not be doing more
than one thing at once. Therefore, when we

for every Christian:

devote time to a religious duty, to helping
our neighbor or promoting the good of some
Catholic activity, we must necessarily be
willing to forego the other and perhaps more
alluring occupations which might have employed those hours spent in the service of
Again, since His service often goes

God.

counter to our natural likes and dislikes, we
must often do violence to ourselves to begin
and perservere in the good we have resolved

This is why some ill-advised people give
in
as an excuse for not being more devout

on.

the service of

God

that they

"don't feel

The natural sluggishness of their
God,
heart, when it is a question of serving
Him.
serving
not
for
excuse
is used as an

pious."

a bit of self-sacritheir
to free them from the domination of

What
fice

these folk need

is

The
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and set their will guiding them
toward the service of God. They need to
love the strong bread of self-denial, not the
sweet milk of consoling feelings of devotion.
feelings

Again, there
ness,

in us all a natural sluggish-

is

which must be overcome before we can

accomplish anything of value for earth or
heaven. The inertia which is a property of
all matter is also in some sense a property of
our strange composite of

To
is

spirit

and of

flesh.

when

there

bestir ourselves, particularly

question of spiritual things,

is

hard,

and

to let things take their course, to drift along

and

slur over or neglect our duty,

natural," as

we

"comes

say, to the sluggishness of

our flesh.
Therefore, to do our duty by God and
our neighbor we need the spirit of sacrifice to
help us overcome this natural sluggishness

manfully about our task. That
neglect of God's interests which many a one
ascribes to "being too busy," or "not having

and

to set

the time," or "lacking the talent for such

merely the want of a
we might overby
which
spirit of
come every difBculty, apparent or real, and
things,"

is,

in reality,

sacrifice,

The
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give ourselves steadily to the service of God.
It is a rather hard thing to say, but we
American Catholics have often been accused of a serious want of this spirit of sacriWe are a prosperous people, and we
fice.
have many means of self-indulgence, and we
live, as compared to our brethren in other
The
countries, easy and comfortable lives.

multiplication of material comforts has, besides,
it

a tendency to soften and enervate, and

begets a taste and a desire for pleasure

which

the special enemy of this hardy
So that our circumstances are un-

is

spirit.

favorable for the cultivation of the spirit of
sacrifice.

Yet indeed, when one thinks again, we
have powerful reasons enough to stir us up to
a great spirit of self-sacrifice. There is immense need for us to exert ourselves, in ways
that require

much

self-sacrifice, to

work for

right ethics, for clean living, for the spirit of
religious freedom, for the conversion of

Amer-

ica to the Faith, for Catholic education, for

the saving of countless

little

children from

the pollution of the slums, for the instruction of hundreds of thousands of

them

in the

^^^
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Faith of their fathers, for the rescue of Catholic

young men and women from the bad

influences that surround them, for the organi-

zation of parishes, for the upbuilding of the

Catholic press, for the aid of the missions
(in such sore straits, because their former

source of alms in Europe has been shut off by
the war), for the whole cause of Catholic

—

literature so necessary

word, for

the vital

all

and so neglected in a
and burning needs on

which the prosperity of the
and therefore of the nation, so
greatly depends. We must battle for these
supplying

Church,

things or

we

shall lose them.

evil are arrayed

in the fray

most

and ready.

we only

The

To

need, and

forces of

do our part

we do need

sorely, the generous spirit of sacrifice.

One

looks abroad and sees a picked corps

of generous and admirable soldiers of the

Lord doing
needs.
is

their utmost to meet these bitter
Their zeal is admirable, their energy

splendid.

What

fans their zeal and

their energy but the spirit of sacrifice?

they stopped to count their

own

interest

stirs

If

and

convenience, their work would forever re-

main undone.

Then,

alas,

one sees another

The
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and endlessly larger band of our Catholic
who stand aloof and help not at all.
They are well-to-do, God has blessed them
in many ways, they have money, time, influence, social position, talent
why do they
refuse to give any of these things to the cause
of the Church? Is it not because they lack
people,

—

Much

the spirit of sacrifice?

given them they need

They

it all

fight against the

as

God

has

for themselves.

thought of the

sacri-

and surrender of even a part of their
possessions, because they have not learned
the duty and the loveliness of sacrifice.
Surely they have good cause, these self-infice

dulgent followers of a crucified Saviour, to
search their hearts

of

sacrifice.

For

if

and

in the cross of Christ,

greater share in

to

pray for the

they have so

how

little

shall they

His crown?

spirit

a part

have a

EVERYBODY DOES

EVERY

year,

a

host

of

pure-hearted,

bright-eyed lads and maidens, in the
flush of their warm and generous
come thronging from our Catholic
schools, and enter the ways of life.
Their hearts beat fast with promise and
expectation. The glow of youth is all upon
them and generous resolves are in their souls.
The world seems to them a flowery meadow,
and all about them is sunshine, and life apfirst

youth,

pears to their eyes like a pleasant journey,

over springing hills and through delightful

They

valleys.

are

young!

Alas, the hidden dangers that wait before

There are so many pitfalls where
There are so many
the flowers lie thickest

their feet

I

I

And
dragons lurking in the happiest vales
of all these dangerous creatures, one is most
ravenous and savage a dire beast whose
cruel fangs have brought death and ruin to
"EveryIts name is:
tens of thousands.
I

—

body does!"

When

the innocent boys or girls put
126

on

—
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maturer ways, and come out into the world
as men or women, this is the first temptation which they meet
"Everybody does!"
They have been taught the strong, high, uncompromising principles of Christianity
that sin is a supreme and unimaginable evil,
that goodness is precious above all things,
that to trifle with temptations, to put one's

—

self

in

unnecessary

dangers,

is

to

make

friends with Hell.

But now the world about them whispers
with a thousand voices that they must unlearn and forget these uncomfortable teach-

Now

ings.

Christ and

Human

they must leave the Shrine of

bow down

Respect

before the Shrine of

—they

must

fall

the crowd and follow the world

and the

devil,

because,

well,

in

and the

with
flesh

"everybody

does!"

They go

workshop or office,
and become uncomfortably aware that they
are in a polluted and abhorrent air.
Open
into factory or

speech or evil insinuation brings the blush
to their cheeks.
sort

of

talk,"

"Oh, you mustn't mind that
some tempter tells them:

"you'll soon be talking that

way

yourself;

Everybody Does
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'everybody does!' "

Drink and

cheating and shirking and

evil-living;

die passions

all

that torment mankind, all rush

upon them

on the wings of that horrid dragon "every-

body does."

They go

and the same

into society,

ambush

evil

An

unseemly fashion shocks their modesty. *'Oh,
you simply must get used to that; 'everybody does !' " A dance outrages their instinctive sense of what is proper and becoming.
Again they are told, "Oh, everybody does!"
Everywhere, on all hands, the old excuse,
beast

is

lying in

the old false

must think

it

maxim

for them.

"You

of the world:

lawful, you

must think

because 'everybody does!'

it

right,

"

Let us forewarn our boys and girls betimes
against this devouring beast of human respect.
We need only repeat the warning
given by the Saviour of Men two thousand
years ago:
"How narrow is the gate and
strait is the

few there

How

way

that leadeth to life;

and

are that find it!"

diametrically opposite

ing to the easy

maxim

what everybody does

!"

is

this teach-

of the world,

Our Lord

"Do

explicitly

Everybody Does
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warns us that to do what "everybody does"
is to walk in the broad and easy way that
leads to perdition.
If

we wish

to be

must be with the

His
saints

disciples,

our

and heroes

way

—not

with the inglorious and sodden multitude,
flock like silly sheep where "everybody

who

does!"

We

speak

much nowadays

of preparing

our boys and girls "for the world."

we must

is to prepare them against
Times have not changed so much

rather do,

the world.

for the better, since the days of

that
in

What

we can

afford to

pleasant peace.

Our Lord,

make a truce, and live
The Prince of Peace

spoke constantly of wars and of fighting.

His followers are not better than their Master.
Struggle and resistance to evil, is the
appointed

lot of

every Christian

all his days,

to struggle against foes without,

and

foes

within him.
It is

only in the great victory of Heaven,

we shall be able, battle-worn conquerors,
down our arms and cease our vigilance.
Then, alone, in the company of the

that

to lay

Everybody Does
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blessed,

it

will be safe to let ourselves be

carried on in the

and only

way

of

in that blessed

be secure in doing as

all

our neighbors,

company

shall

"everybody does!"

we

THE SERVICE OF EMINENCE
many
AMONG thethere
tolate,

passing

fields

of the lay apos-

one that for
importance deserves
is

its

to

sur-

be

taught to the young and honored by the old
the service, to wit, that the layman does to
the Faith by becoming eminent in his calling
while, at the same time, he keeps up the
courageous practice of his Catholic faith and

—

principle.

When

a

man

—

or

—

woman

unites

to steadfast Catholicity distinguished service

to the State or to his fellow-men, he gives a

sublime service to the Church, and, in the

minds of many men without the fold,
is a great argument for the Faith.
All

men

are prone to imitate the honor-

ably successful, and the pride

men

fellow-citizen's achievement in
line of effort

him

his life

feel in a

any worthy

makes them ready to follow
Hence, the influence

in other things.

of an earnest Catholic, always strong for

good,

becomes manifold greater when he

achieves success in
chosen.

the profession

His good example
131

he has

in religious things

The
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is

Service of

livelier in its

Eminence

appeal because of his worldly

eminence.

Our Lord
and

in

many ways preached
of

lowliness

heart;

but

humility

He

never

preached either mediocrity or faint-heartedness.
it

The

true Catholic spirit, fostering, as

does, industry, self-control, honesty,

dutiful service,

is

and

the greatest help to achiev-

ing eminence in any pursuit.

To

be a true

and thoroughgoing Catholic is one of the
any calling. Men
are hindered from the path of exceptional
achievement chiefly by their passions and

surest roads to eminence in

their vices,

their excesses or their defects;

and the Faith and the sacraments teach them
to curb the one and to correct the other. The
humility that keeps a man from excellence
would be a false humility and merely a masquerading; and sloth is one of the deadly
sins.
True goodness and true greatness
mightily help one another.

In our schools

and

in the home-training of the

girls

who

will

generation,

make

we should

to a desire to be

boys and

the Church of the next
try hard to stir

them

and do something more than
and for their fel-

the ordinary for the State

The

Service of

Eminence
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low-men and women, and we should fix also
in their generous and impressionable hearts
the conviction that it is a precious and effective sort of service to the Church to be at the
same time a great Catholic and a great lawyer, doctor, author, priest, or citizen of any
calling.

ONE MAN'S WAY
not a pious exaggeration, nor the
THIS
fruit of fancy-—
a sober tale of
is

it

fact.

Let

me

is

tell it to

you from the

beginning.
I

had

just got into the railroad car,

and

was settling myself in the seat, when a strapping fellow with a pleasant, rosy face, leaned
over from the opposite seat.
"Have half of my paper, Father?" said
he.

thanked him and pointed smilingly at
But after the office had been
duly said, we fell to chatting together. In
the course of our conversation, we came
somehow or other to talking of Daily Communion, and the difficulty most people find
in delaying their breakfast day after day,
until they have heard Mass and received the
Blessed Sacrament.
"Yes," said he, "I found it so inconvenient, that, about eighteen months ago, I
I

my

breviary.

gave it up altogether."
"Well, now," quoth
134

I,

"that isn't quite
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be hard to go every day. But
Do
you should try to manage it sometimes.
you live so far from the church^"
turned and looked at me wonderingly.
right.

It

may

He

"you misunderstand me.
Communion that I gave
It wasn't the Daily
up. It was the breakfast."
"What," said I, "a hearty young fellow
"Oh," said

he,

you hasn't eaten his breakfast for eighteen months past'?"
He nodded his head very vigorously.
"Upon my word," said he, "and I'll tell
out
you how it happened. I went to work

like

in

C—

,

and when

I left

home

the folks kept

C—

was a godless town
some
and that if I didn't look out I'd take
Communion
to
go
to
harm there. So I began
the place.
every day from the time I struck
whopper of
I'd been used to eating a regular
believed
a breakfast, I tell you. My mother
grew
you
stronger
the
the more you ate,

reminding

me

that

that

stowed away so much, sometimes,
I would
that it was a wonder I held it. So
hurry back for
start to Communion and then
to my work.
down
and then dash

and

I

breakfast,

And,

I tell

you,

it

made me

sick.

—
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"Then
breakfast

worked

got the notion of cutting out the

I

altogether,

like

a charm.

and believe

me,

After a while

I

it

went

back home and took a job in an ice plant,
and I used to leave home every morning,
breakfastless, and walk to church for Communion, then down to work, without ever
thinking of breakfast again."

"Well, but didn't
said

I,

it

pull

you down?'

taking a glance at his rosy cheeks

which, to

tell

the truth, were as

any one could wish.
"Look at me. Father," said

plump and

solid as

he, "I've

been

doing the thing for eighteen months. When
I started in, I weighed a hundred and fortyeight pounds, I now weigh a hundred and
sixty or so,

and

I've

walked

my

good

five

miles a day, to and from the office."

"Haven't you ever been sick?" said I.
"Sick?' cried he. "Not a minute!"
I have set down our conversation very
plainly, as you see, from the notes, which I
made instanter on the edge of my time-table.
This young fellow was telling the plain
truth, as I know from other sources, as well
as from his own honest word.

—
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all the enthusiastic things

he said of the spiritual benefit he felt from
Daily Communion, I should take up as much
How very true it is
space again as this.
that where there

is

a will there

is

a

way

though the way may not be always the one
which this pink-faced young business man
has discovered for himself of solving the

problem of the Eucharistic Fast.

UNCOMFORTABLE PEOPLE
"

TT^ATHER, do you know I feel uncomr^ fortable sometimes^" said an alert
young business man to me not long

ago.

me

—

"I wish you'd analyze the trouble for

seems to

it

me

Fm

that

a

little

out of

joint in the spiritual line."

"What

are the symptoms'?" said

ing.

'There
trouble.

aren't

any

—

that

If I were wicked,

Fd

is

I,

just

smil-

the

try to reform.

out what's the matter.
a pretty decent sort of fellow as the
world goes I don't do anything very wrong.
I don't steal, I don't harm any one, I never

But

as

it is,

Fm

I can't find

—

do anything that I have to feel very much
ashamed of I go to Mass, Sunday, and all
that
but confound it, every once in a while
the thought comes to me that my goodness

—

is all

—

negative.

Fm

not doing anything for

the next world."
"Perhaps the matter

is,"

said

I,

"that you

are giving all your time and thought and
energy to yourself and your own people,
138
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and are doing little or nothing for God and
your neighbor."
He looked at me with a startled air.
"Good gracious, Father!" said he, "what
can I do for God or my neighbor *? I've got
to hustle to support the family
With five
I

little

mouths

to

fill,

a

man

can't

work over-

!"

time at being a missionary
"You asked me a plain question," said I,
"and I'm giving you a plain answer. You
asked

me why you

feel

—

uncomfortable at

and I answer because you're only
working for yourself, and doing nothing for
times,

other people.

"You remember the picture Our Lord
draws in the Gospel, of the Last Judgment,
and the sentence which is to be passed on
mankind? It seems to me that His words
answer your difficulty very neatly. He does
not speak of great crimes, nor heinous wickedness.

It is

obvious that

and punished for these

men

things.

are to be tried

But

He

tells

we shall also be called to account for
way in which we helped, or failed to help

us that
the

our neighbor.

Me

'I

was hungry and you gave

not to eat; thirsty and you gave

Me

not
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to drink; sick,

and

in prison

and you did not

visit Me.'
Your own uneasiness of mind
comes from a half -conscious conviction that
you are not doing enough to satisfy this part
of the general judgment which will have to
do with your good deeds toward your fellowman."

—

He

looked at

"I

don't think,

me

in silence.

though," said

I,

"that

There are,
good
five
hundred
thousand
I am sure, some
Catholics, men and women, here in America
who have the same uncomfortable feeling,
from time to time. They feel they are not
doing enough for their neighbor and for the
Church.
But they answer as you do: 'I
have no time.'
''Our Lord puts it in a very strong way in
In the light of His words, to
the Gospel.
time for your neighbor
that
you
haven't
say
and the Church simply means, 'I haven't

you're solitary in that feeling.

time for Christ.'
He shrugged

"
his

shoulders

uneasily.

"What can we busy people do?" said he.
"You busy people can do more than any
one else. You mix with the world. You

Uncomfortable People
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have some influence with your fellows. You
see the state of morals, and the needs of the
poor.
A word from you at the right time
will do much to check abuses, right wrongs,
encourage down-hearted fellows, check the
beginner in rascality, encourage the good and
scare the evil. You can give advice of some
worth to the youngsters. You can give a
bit of money to many a good undertaking,
and your example will move others to do
likewise.
You need not be a fanatic," I
went on, taking the meaning of his gesture.
"You need not be conspicuous. All you
need do is to take a charitable opportunity as
you take a business opportunity do the good
that offers
^use the openings that lie around

—

—

you."

"Oh, but somehow," said
right

down

to

it,

these

he,

"to come

charitable

things

seem somewhow to be the property of priests
and nuns they're none of my business."

—

"They're every one's business," said I,
"who has to pass the general judgment and
to hear the sentence, *As long as

not to one of these
"
to Me.'

least, neither

you did

did you do

it
it

BECAUSE YOU ARE A CATHOLIC

—

you are a Catholic what^
Should you be more timid, more apolo-

BECAUSE
getic,

than the any-religion

Of

the no-religion man*?

have heard

God

man or
You

course not.

speak and you know.

They

haven't and they speculate and wonder.

Is

any nobler or more independent to speculate and wonder than to know?
Not a trace, then, in your thoughts or

it

actions, of

weak

timidity or silly apologizing.

What should be the attitude of a Catholic
man or woman*? A nice, careful and modest
balance between pride on the one side and
timidity

upon

the other.

ness, the

should have

balance and poise and precision of

who know.

those

No

bragging nor blustering nor swagger

because 3^ou know.
that

You

the courteous kind-

the gentle confidence,

It is

you know, while

so

no

credit to

many

you

(better per-

haps than yourself) can only speculate and
wonder. If they knew as you do, they might
be better Catholics than you are.
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the other hand, no false timidity nor

shrinking from the confession of your Faith.

Having

the truth of God, you should wear
on your forehead. A man (or woman) who
knows, must not only think the truths of the
Faith, he must live them, and speak them by
his actions.
To be a Catholic and to be an
evil liver is, in a certain sense, to do injury
to the truth. You say one thing and you do

it

another.
Finally, your knowledge of the truth of

the Faith imposes on you the duty of being

well informed on the teachings of that Faith.

you truly believe that God has spoken,
what

If

doubtless you will be careful to learn

He

has spoken, for nothing

is

so precious

nor so noble as the word of God.

The

truth and beauty of the Faith are not

selfish possession for your own
mere personal good. They are a precious
charge which you must convey to others and
which you will have to answer for hereafter.
Our Lord came on earth to kindle a fire, and
it is you who must help carry the brands
abroad.
If you are ill-instructed in your
Faith, you either do not believe that it is the

yours as a
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Word of God or you will not take the
to find out just what God has said.
is

trouble

There

a third possibility, that you can not get

instruction.

when

To

But that is negligible now,
word is everywhere.
the same time humble and brave,

the printed

be at

gentle and courageous, to
well, to live

it

know

one's faith

out devotedly, and to give

generously of the truth to other men, this
the vocation of every Christian.

Do

is

not

compare yourself with the world about you.

You

are the salt of the earth, the light of

the world, a city seated on a mountain, and

you can not be hid. For shame or for glory,
you have been given by God a priceless treasure which has not been given to most other
men. You must account for it, you must use
it

well.

Not

to use

it

at all,

is

to abuse

it

most dreadfully. Your gratefulness for the
gift must shine out in your use of it.

THE MAN OF ONE TALENT
you undervalue your own im-

PERHAPS

portance in the scheme of things.
is

a

common faiUng and

It

a comfortable

"I do not matter much, either way,"

one.

says Idleness.
little.

loss will

never be

If I don't
felt.

So he

tranquillity I"

work hard,
work

"If I

complish

How

sits

I

can ac-

at all, the

dear

sweet

is

by and dreams or

criticises.

Such a man or woman does dishonor to
Almighty God and to human nature. God
meant us to be individually insignificant,
and to do great things together. Our individual insignificance
it

is

precious, because

enables us to co-operate, to supplement

and strengthen the work of other men.
the

common,

insignificant people

dispensable in everyday affairs.
it so,

and whoever

is

who

It is

are in-

God meant
own

discouraged at his

insignificance or will not use the little

which

he has, quarrels with the evident plans of

God.

Our Lord, who understood
145

perfectly the
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of

needs of men, and had

One Talent
all history

eyes, gives a significant turn to

before His

one of His

He tells us of some servants
whose master was about to leave for a journey, and gave each of them a certain sum of
money to traffic with while he was away.
parables.

One

received five talents,

another two,

Now, the
now is this

significant de-

another only one.

—

that the man
who received only one talent was the one
who lost heart and went off and hid his
money in a napkin. The other two traded
tail

for us just

industriously and pleased
his return with gain.

who had only one

their

But the

talent, hid his

master on
silly

fellow

—and

away

he was bitterly punished by his angry lord.
Perhaps you have very little influence.

Perhaps you see few opportunities of doing
any one good. Perhaps you are one of those

who have received only
Then clearly you are in

You

a

are precisely the one at

single

especial

whom

talent.

danger.
the para-

Use what you have, do the good
you can, join yourself with your neighbors
and share in their good works. Never say,

ble points.

The

Man

"I do not matter."

The

return

One Talent

You do

which

I

is

gave you?"
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matter greatly.

away on a journey,
very soon and ask, "Where is

master,

talent

who

of

will

the

JUST GOING TO
ALL good

IF would

folk,

by a common impulse,

suddenly forswear procrastination, and begin at once the good and
helpful things they have been planning, the
sad face of the earth would smile with noble
deeds! But how many good resolves waste
away and vanish because the resolvers are
content with merely ''going to."
'Tm going to help you work, some of
these days," they say to the over-burdened

manager of some charitable
going to begin to
assure

enterprise.

visit the hospital,"

'Tm
they

themselves with generous emotion,

"or help along some Catholic publications,

But
day by day and month by month they

or take an interest in poor children."

flounder in the slough of "going to."

They
ter,

are going to write that kindly let-

going to bring about that reconciliation,

and cheer that discouraged man or woman,
and warn that youngster from the slippery
paths.

But the slow hours go
148

on,

and

these well-

Just Going

meaning

resolvers

are

To
still
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"just

going

to."

you have a

but longdeferred, intentions lingering about the corners of your memory, clear them away by
instant resolution.
See how many of them
you can begin to put in practice this very
If

store of such good,

day.

The tiny good we actually do is worth a
peck of dreamy resolutions.
Do to-day
what, all last year, you were "just going to,"
and

all the

year you will scatter blessings.

—

!

MAKE BELIEVE

THERE
all

a

is

over

game
the

children love to play

world

—

children

of

a

and of a larger growth. For
want of a better name for it has no name
lesser

—

we shall call it, "Let's just pretend/'
Now, the way the lesser children play the
game is this. In the intervals of more boisterous sport, when their limbs are weary, or
the day is rainy, or when they are all gathered
about the

fireside at night,

the other, in an inviting

pretend

—

let's

one will say to

way:

"Let's just

we

are soldiers,

pretend that

Let's pretend that
enchanted
this lounge is an
castle and you
be the sleeping beauty, and I'll be a brave
young knight and set you free let's pre."
tend
So their fertile young fancies
run along, until the solid world of facts, with

or giants or fairy princes.

—

its

uncomfortable

realities

and uncompro-

mising limitations, has vanished quite away,
and they are floating on the very clouds of
a fairy land of

This

is all

make

believe

well enough for children, and
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a good old game, to be encouraged and
It wakes their young imagina-

smiled upon.

tion, and whiles away many a weary hour.
But have you ever thought how many how

very

many

—

—

older folk are foolishly busy

playing at this childish game
tend""?

How many

"let's

pre-

sad, dismal failures for

world and the next begin with these unHow
happy words, acted, alas, not spoken
many melancholy follies have their origin in
this

!

our sad fondness for make believe.
When men and women come out from the
mists of childhood, the soft outlines of the

world grow stern and hard about them.
Right and wrong, with the vast chasm that
divides them, rise up in unmistakable distinctness, menacing and clear.
The narrow
path of duty, sometimes rude and rocky
beneath their feet, stretches wearily on, while
the pleasant places seem somehow all forbidden. The way of truth, justice, duty is
woefully uninviting, steep and hard.
Oh, then to many a man and woman come
tremblings of the heart and childish questionings.
"Why should I do all these unpleasant things'?

Why

should

I

make my-

Make
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unhappy with

Believe

duties,

and

so easy, so inviting,

when

pleasures are

"How

comes the tempting speculation:
I

Then

so near?"

shall

get rid of all these rules, these obligations,

this strict

watch upon

iust pretend

there

is

my

passions, this firm

— —

How? ah
Let's pretend, O my soul,

my

control over
!

heart?

no God, no

I

hell,

no heaven

let's

that
Let's

I

pretend that this charming, satisfying earth
is

Let's pretend that life will

everything.

—no

endure forever

illness,

no pain, no sorand a

row for our

share, only at last a sleep

forgetting.

Let's pretend that

his

all,

own

sufficient

man

master,

after

is,

and meant

but to do his own sweet will, in his own
goodly world. Let's pretend!"
Look about you, and see how many, many
sadly foolish men and women spend their
best days pretending, in a fool's paradise,
all

wrapped about with rosy dreams.

man

has a great deal of

vault.
so

(Remember,

money

in very truth,

much yellow metal out

This

stored in a
it is

of a mine)

;

only
or a

great deal loaned at interest; (so many letters on a parchment, or so many figures writ-

ten in a ledger.)

He

has done

many

evil

!

Make
may

things, it
is

Believe

be, to
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and he
own, and an

this gold,

all his

it is

earnest of great happiness!

Poor, foolish

dreamer!
Soon, when he dies, he will be
rudely waked from his pretending.
The

hard hand of death, which takes no bribes,
and which never yet delayed an instant because of gold or goods or learning, will steal
all his metal or his scrip away, and drag his
naked soul before an All-just God! What
foolish, mad pretending

Here

is

another

pretending with

—a

all

silly

woman, who

is

her might that pleasure,

and popularity
and contentment of the
fashion,

will bring her peace
heart.

She

is

fairly

giddy with the pursuit of this teasing pleaswhich leads her about as though it were
ure
a swift-winged moth eluding its pursuer.

—

She goes

here, goes there, tries this excite-

ment, then

mentary

—always
—then

tries

satiety

that

with a mo-

that increasing empti-

ness of spirit and fierce hunger of the heart.

She

is

pretending that she

is

happy, pre-

tending that her heart is glad; pretending!
Ah, there was never happiness in yielding
to one's passions

—only

feverish remorse,

and

Make

Believe
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for worse
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an unhealthy

Why

pretend, and

But she

loves her

why
own

indulgence.

deceive your soull

delusion

—

she will

not be enlightened; like a peevish child she
will keep

up her ruinous playing and

pre-

tending to the bitter end!
There, again,

the

is

man who

has bought

honor and advancement at the cost of principle.

He is pretending,

ing that he has
his

made

too.

He

is

pretend-

a good exchange, that

empty and passing preferment

the stupendous price he paid.

is

He

worth
is

pre-

tending that he has somehow saved his honor,
pretending that he will avoid the coming
retribution.

What

silly,

light-brained child

more foolishly than he*?
There is no end to this vain pretending.
Men pretend that one religion is as good as

ever pretended

the next

—

as if one's religion

much importance

tend that morality
tom, as

if

were not of as

as one's coat.
is

They

pre-

only a matter of cus-

conscience and remorse were only

an idle whim. They pretend that miracles
have gone out of the world, or that there
were never miracles at all, as if true men's
sacred

word and oath were

to be lightly held

Make

Believe
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God had suddenly
grown old and weak of hand, and could not
interfere with the world He built so wonor disbelieved, or as if

derfully out of the star-dust.

The

gravest and most serious-seeming are,

alas, quite

tend.

often most ready solemnly to pre-

They band themselves

together in

powerful assemblies, to pretend the more.
They exhort and encourage and applaud and
egg on one another, to pretend with the more

consummate daring, and
greater throngs of

men

and
the same manner of

to bring greater

to

pretending as themselves.

"Let's just pre-

tend," they seem to say to one another, at

and he who sugsome new fantasy of opinion, or some
more outlandish theory, gains a glory above
their gravest gatherings,

gests

all the rest.

But do they change the
solid

realities

theorizers,

tending^

of things,

cold,

enduring,

these gray-haired

with their solemn and vain preNo more than does the golden-

headed little lad at play. He may live for
an hour in a world where broomsticks are
horses, or his row of blocks a knightly army,
but when his father's voice calls him away,

Make
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his

playthings are but blocks and broom-

sticks still.

his

No harm

to the lad, he has

—but

innocent hour of dreaming

acutely sad
ers

Believe

who

is

had

how

the plight of those elder dream-

persist in distorting the

momentous

on which hang questions of right
and wrong. Their immortal souls depend
on their discovering somehow the vain
emptiness of their dreaming yet they are
bent, heart and soul, on keeping up the delightful dream.
They wear out their lives
an
unreal
delusion.
They are gone mad
in
with make believe! Let us hope and pray
that in some happy hour their Father's voice
may rouse them from their ruinous play.
facts of life
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Providence. Caussade, S.J.
net,
ADORATION OF THE BLESSED SACRAMENT, THE.
Tesniere.
net,
ANECDOTES AND EXAMPLES ILLUSTRATING THE
CATHOLIC CATECHISM. Spirago.
net,
ANGELS OF THE SANCTUARY. Musser.
net,
APOSTLES' CREED. Muller, C.SS.R.
net,
ART OF PROFITING BY OUR FAULTS. St. Francis
DE Sales.
net,
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ST. IGNATIUS LOYOLA.
O'Connor,

net,

S.J.

BEGINNINGS OF CHRISTIANITY. Shahan.
BLESSED SACRAMENT BOOK. Lasance.
BLOSSOMS OF THE CROSS. Giehrl. 12mo.
BOOK OF THE PROFESSED. 3 volumes, each,
BOY^SAVERS' GUIDE.

Quin,

S.J.

BREAD OF LIFE. Willam.
CAMILLUS DE LELLIS. By a Sister of Mercy.
CASES OF CONSCIENCE. Slater, S.J. 2 vols.
CATECHISM EXiPLAINED, THE. Spirago-Clarke.
CATHOLIC BELIEF. Faa di Bruno. 16mo, paper, net,
0.15: cloth,
CATHOLIC CEREMONIES. Durand. Paper, 0.30; cloth,
CATHOLIC GIRL'S GUIDE. Lasance.
CATHOLIC HOME ANNUAL.
CATHOLIC PRACTICE AT CHURCH AND AT HOME.
Klauder. Paper, 0.30; Cloth,
CATHOLIC'S READY ANSWER. Hill, S.J.
CATHOLIC'S WORK IN THE WORLD. Husslein, S.J.
CEREMONIAL FOR ALTAR BOYS. Britt, O.S.B.
CHARACTERISTICS AND RELIGION OF MODERN
SOCIALISM. Ming, S.J.
CHARACTERISTICS OF TRUE DEVOTION. Grou, S'.J.

net,

60
50
1

75

20
1

10

60
1

25

net,
CHARITY THE ORIGIN OF EVERY BLESSING.
CHILD PREPARED FOR FIRST COMMUNION. Zulueta,
SJ. Paper,
CHRIST IN TYPE AND PROPHECY. Maas, SJ. 2 vols, net,
net,
CHRISTIAN APOLOGETICS. Devivier-Messmer.
net,
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION. O'Connell.
CHRISTIAN FATHER. Cramer-Lambert.
CHRISTIAN MOTHER. Cramer.

CHURCH AND HER ENEMIES. Muller,
COMMENTARY ON THE PSALMS. (Ps.

C.SS.R.
I-L.)
Berry,
Bugg.

DIVINE GRACE. Wirth.
DIVINE OFFICE. St. Alphonsus Liguori.
DOMINICAN MISSION BOOK. By a Dominican

60
50

50
net, 1 10
net, 2 25

CORRECT THING FOR CATHOLICS.
net,
COUNSELS OF ST. ANGELA.
DEVOTIONS AND PRAYERS BY ST. ALPHONStJS.
net,
Ward.
DEVOTIONS AND PRAYERS FOR THE SICK-ROOM.
net,
Krebs, C.SS.R.
DEVOTION TO THE SACRED HEART OF JESTJS.
net,
Noldin-Kent.
net,
DEVOTIONS TO THE SACRED HEART. Huguet.
DIGNITY AND DUTIES OF THE PRIEST. St. Alphonsus LiGUORi.

50

05
4 00
2 25

net,
net,
net,

75
25

1

50
1

25

1

50
50
50
75

35

1

Father.

net,
ECCLESIASTICAL DICTIONARY. Thein.
net,
EDUCATION OF OUR GIRLS. Shields.
net.
EIGHT-MINUTE SERMONS. Demouy, D.D. 2 vols.
net,
EUCHARIST AND PENANCE. Muller, C.SS.R.
7iet,
EUCHARISTIC CHRIST. Tesniere.
net,
EUCHARISTIC LILIES'. Maery.
ENCHARISTIC SOUL ELEVATIONS. Stadelman, C.S.Sp.

6 00
1 00
3 50
10
1
I 25
1 00

1

50
75
50

1

00

1

10
50
50

net,
net,
EXPLANATION OF BIBLE HISTORY. Nash.
EXPLANATION OF CATHOLIC MORALS'. Stapleton. net.
EXPLANATION OF BALTIMORE CATECHISM. Kinnet,
KEAD.
EXPLANATION OF THE COMMANDMENTS. Muller,
C.SS.R.
net,
EXPLANATION OF THE COMMANDMENTS. Rolfus. net,
EXPLANATION OF THE CREED. Rolfus.
net,
EXPLANATION OF GOSPELS AND OF CATHOLIC
WORSHIP. Lambert-Brennan. Paper, 0.30; Cloth,
EXPLANATION OF THE HOLY SACRAMENTS. Rolfus.
net,
EXPLANATION OF THE MASS. Cochem.
net,
EXPLANATION OF THE PIL\YERS AND CEREMONIES OF THE MASS. Lanslots, O.S'.B.
net,
EXPLANATION OF THE SALVE REGINA. St. Alphonsus Liguori.
net,
EXTREME UNCTION. Phillips. Paper.

FIRST SPIRITUAL AID TO THE SICK. McGrath.
FLOWERS OF THE PASSION. 32mo.
FOLLOWING OF CHRIST. Thomas a Kempis. Leather,
FOLLOWING OF CHRIST. Thomas a Kempis. Plain

net,

Edition.

FOR FREQUENT COMMUNICANTS.
FOUR LAST THINGS. Cochem.

Roche.

25

60
50
75
50
'7S

07

1

60
50
00
50
10

Paper.
net,

^5

f,

3

HOW TO MAKE THE

MISSION.

Dominican Father.

Paper,

10

IMITATION OF CHRIST. See "Following of Christ."
IMITATION OF THE SACRED HEART. Arnoudt.
net.
INCARNATION, BIRTH, AND INFANCY OF JESUS
CHRIST.

St.

Alphonsus Liguori.

net,
net,

HEAVEN WE KNOW OUR OWN. Blot, S.J.
INDEX TO WORKS OF ST. ALPHONSUS LIGUORI.
net,
Geiermann, C.SS.R. Paper.
INSTRUCTIONS ON THE COMMANDMENTS. St. Alphonsus Liguori. Cloth,
INTERIOR OF JESUS AND MARY. Grou, S'.J. 2 vols, net,
INTRODUCTION TO A DEVOUT LIFE. St. Francis
IN

DE Sales.

LADY,

A.

1

25

1

50
60
10

50
2 00

net,

50

net,

75
40
40

BuGG,

LAWS OF THE

KING.

Religious H. C.

J.

net,
LESSONS OF THE SAVIOUR. Religious H. C. J.
LETTERS OF ST. ALPHONSUS LIGUORI. Grimm,
net,
1
C.SS.R. 5 vols., each
net, 2
LIFE OF MOTHER GUERIN.
LIFE OF BLESSED MARGARET MARY ALACOQUE.
net,
Bougaud.
LIFE OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN. Rohner-Brennan. net,
net, 10
LIFE OF CHRIST. Businger-Brennan.
net.
LIFE OF CHRIST. Cochem-Hammer.
LIFE OF CHRIST. Businger.
2
2
LIFE OF HIS' HOLINESS POPE PIUS X.
net,
LIFE OF MADEMOISELLE LE GRAS.
LIFE OF MOTHER PAULINE VON MALLINCKRODT. net, 1
1
LIFE OF ST. CATHARINE OF SIENNA. Aym£.
LIFE OF ST. IGNATIUS LOYOLA. Genelli, S.J.
net,
ANNE
KATHARINE
LIFE OF SISTER
EMMERICH.

Wegener-McGowan.

net,

LITTLE ALTAR BOY'S MANUAL.
LITTLE LIVES OF THE SAINTS. Berthold.
LITTLE MANUAL OF ST. ANTHONY.
LITTLE MANUAL OF ST. JOSEPH. Lings.
LITTLE MANUAL OF ST. RITA. McGrath. Cloth,

1

50

00
75
75
00
50
25
25
75
50
00
75
75
20
75
15
15

0.50;

75
05
35
35

Leather,

LITTLE MASS BOOK. Lynch. Paper.
LITTLE MONTH OF MAY.
LITTLE MONTH OF THE SOULS IN PURGATORY.
LITTLE OFFICE OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN MARY.
Cloth, net, 0.85, and in
Edition in Latin and English.
Edition in Latin only,
finer bindings up to net,. 1.50.
Cloth, net, 0.70, and in finer bindings up to
net,

1

50

LITTLE OFFICE OF THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION.

Paper,

LITTLE PICTORIAL LIVES OF THE SAINTS'.
LIVES OF THE SAINTS. Butler.
LOURDES. Clarke, S.J.

MANNA OF THE SOUL. Lasance. Vest Pocket Edition.
MANNA OF THE SOUL. Lasance. Extra Large Type
Edition.
MANUAL OF SELF-KNO\ViLEDGE AND CHRISTIAN
PERFECTION,

A.

Henry, C.SS.R.
4

1

net,
net,

05
50
50
SO

40
1

25
50

MANUAL OF THEOLOGY FOR THE LAITY. GeikrMANN, C.SS.R. Paper, 0.30; Cloth.
MANUAL OF THE HOLY EUCHARIST. Lasance.
MANUAL OF THE HOLY NAME.
MANUAL OF THE SACRED HEART.
MARY HELP OF CHRISTIANS. Hammer, O.F.M.
MARY THE QUEEN. Religious H. C. J.
net,
MASS AND VESTMENTS OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH.
Walsh.
net,
MASS DEVOTIONS AND READINGS' ON THE MASS.

60
85
SO
35
2 25
40
2 00

Lasance.

85

MASS-SERVER'S CARD.

MEANS OF GRACE.

Per doz.

3 50

MEDITATIONS' FOR ALL THE DAYS OF THE YEAR.
Hamon,

S.S.

5 vols.

MEDITA.IONS FOR EVERY DAY IN THE YEAR.
E.vXTER, S.J.
MEDITATIONS FOR EVERY DAY IN THE YEAR.
Vercruysse, S.J. 2 vols.
MEDITATIONS FOR EVERY DAY IN THE MONTH.
Nepveu-Ryan,

MEDITATIONS FOR MONTHLY RETREATS.

S.J.

1

4 00
50
60

net,
net,

1

00

net, 5 SO

2 vols.

MEDITATIONS ON THE LAST WORDS' FROM THE
CROSS. Perraud.
net,
MEDITATIONS ON THE LIFE, THE TEACHING, AND
THE PASSION OF JESUS CHRIST. Ilg-Clarke. 2
net,
vols.
MEDITATIONS ON THE MYSTERIES OF OUR HOLY
FAITH. Barraud, S.T. 2 vols.
net,
MEDITATIONS ON THE PASSION OF OUR LORD.
MEDITATIONS ON THE SUFFERINGS OP JESUS
CHRIST.

50

nc'j

net
net,

S.J.

Chaignon,

net, 6 50

Semple,

MEDITATIONS FOR THE USE OF SEMINARIANS
AND PRIESTS. Brancheheau, S.S. 5 vols., each,
MEDITATIONS FOR THE USE OF THE SECULAR
CLERGY.

35

vet.

Brennan.

Perinaldo.

SO

4 00
3

50
50

net,

net.
MIDDLE AGES. Shahan.
MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS OF ST. ALPHONSUS
LIGUORI.
net,
MISSION BOOK FOR THE MARRIED. Girardey, C.SS.R.
MISSION BOOK FOR THE SINGLE. Giraruey, C.SS.R.
MISSION BOOK OF THE REDEMPTORIST FATHERS.
MISSION REMEMBRANCE OF THE REDEMPTORIST
FATHERS. Geiermann, C.SS.R.
MOMENTS BEFORE THE TABERNACLE. Russell, S.J. net,
MORAL PRINCIPLES AND MEDICAL PRACTICE.
Coppens, S.T. 12iTio.
net,
MORALITY OF MODERN SOCIALISM. Ming, S.J.
net,
MORE SHORT SPIRITUAL READINGS FOR MARY'S'

MY

CHILDREN. Madame Cecilia.
PRAYER-BOOK. Lasance. Imitation
India paper, 2.00.

With

Epistles

net,

leather,

NAMES THAT LIVE IN CATHOLIC HEARTS.
NARROW WAY. Geiermann. C.SS.R.
NEW MANUAL OF ST. ANTHONY.

NEW MISSAL FOR EVERY
leather,
up to

L50.

Gold edges,

DAY.
1.75,

Lasance.

and

in finer

50

1.25;

and Gospels, India paper,
Sadlier. net,

2 25
50

60
60
Imitation
bindings
5 00

5

NEW TESTAMENT.
16mo
32mo
32mo
32mo
32mo

12mo Edition.

Large Type.

Cloth,

Cloth.
Illustrated.
Flexible cloth.
Stifif cloth.

Edition.
Edition.
Edition.
Edition.
Edition.

American
American

red edges.
gold edges.

seal,
seal,

NEW TESTAMENT AND CATHOLIC PRAYER-BOOK
COMBINED.

Khaki or black cloth,
tion leather, khaki or black,

OFFICE OF HOLY WEEK.

Cut

flush,

net,

0.24;

Hunter,

75

net,

30
85
85

S.J.

net, 6 00

3 vols.

OUTLINES OF JEWISH HISTORY,
Our Lord.

net,

50

Silk

cloth,

OUR FAVORITE DEVOTIONS'. Lings.
OUR FAVORITE NOVENAS. Lings.
OUTLINES OF DOGMATIC THEOLOGY.

60
24
30
60
75

Imita-

0.35;

net,

net,
net,
net,
net,
net,
net,

Gigot.

OUTLINES OF

from Abraham

to

Svo.

NEW TESTAMENT

HISTORY.

net,
net,

Gigot.

PARADISE ON EARTH OPENED TO ALL. Natale,
PASSION AND THE DEATH OF JESUS CHRIST.

American

50

net, 1 50
net, 2 00

Mannix.
75
35
3

50

1

50
75
50

Seal,

POLITICAL AND MORAL ESSAYS.

POPULAR LIFE OF ST. TERESA.
PRAYER-BOOK FOR RELIGIOUS.

net.
Rickaby, S'.J.
Porter.
net.
Lasance. Qoth, net,

L50; American Seal,

net, 2 50

PRAYERS FOR OUR DEAD.

McGrath.

Cloth,

0.35;

60

Imitation leather,

PREACHING.

St.

Alphonsus Liguori.

PREPARATION FOR DEATH. St. Alphonsus Liguori.
PRINCIPLES, ORIGIN, AND ESTABLISHMENT OF
THE CATHOLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM. Burns.
PRIVATE RETREAT FOR RELIGIOUS. Geiermann,
C.S'S.R.

QUEEN'S FESTIVALS, THE. Religious H. C.
QUESTIONS' OF MORAL THEOLOGY. Slater,

RELIGIOUS STATE. St. Alphonsus Liguori.
ROMA. Pagan, Subterranean, and Modern Rome
rocco

ROMAN
ROMAN

Kuhn.

net,
net,

1

50

1

50

net,

1

75

net,

1

75

net,
40
net, 2 25

J.

S.J.

RAMBLES IN CATHOLIC LANDS. Barrett, O.S.B.
REASONABLENESS OF CATHOLIC CEREMONIES
AND PRACTICES'. Burke. Paper, 0.15; Cloth,
and Picture.

75
75

St.

POLICEMEN'S AND FIREMEN'S COMPANION. McGrath.
Cloth, 0.25;

1

S.J. net,

Alphonsus Liguori.

PASTORAL LETTERS. McFaul.
PATRON SAINTS' FOR CATHOLIC YOUTH.
Each vol.
PEARLS FROM FABER. Brunowe.
PICTORIAL LIVES OF THE SAINTS'.

1

net, 2 50

35
50

net,

V/ord
Cloth, net, 10.00; Full red moin

'curia AS IT NOW EXISTS. Martin, S.J.
MISSAL. Embossed cloth, and in finer bindings,

n^i, 16 00
net, 1 50
net, 1 85

CROWN OF MARY. Dominican Father.
Paper,
RULES OF LIFE FOR THE PASTOR OF SOULS.

ROSARY, THE

10
net,

Slater-Rauch.
6

1

25

net,
net,
net,

STORIES OF THE MIRACLES OF OUR LORD.
ligious H. C.
0.75;

Re-

American

Lasance.

Imitation

leather,

seal,

1

vol.

edition,

net,

1

40

net, 3 50

Williams.

THOUGHTS AND AFFECTIONS ON THE PASSION
OF JESUS CHRIST FOR EVERY DAY IN THE
net,
YEAR. Bergamo, O.M.Cap.
THOUGHTS AND COUNSELS FOR THE CONSIDERAnet,
Doss-Wirth.
MEN.
YOUNG
TION OF CATHOLIC
net.
THOUGHTS ON THE RELIGIOUS LIFE. Lasance.
THEIR
IN
TRAINING OF CHILDREN AND OF GIRLS
TEENS. Madame Cecilia. Paoer, 0.30; Cloth,
net,
TRUE POLITENESS. Demore.
TRUE SPOUSE OF CHRIST. St. Alphonsus Liguori.

TWO

25
00
50
50

1

net,
SUNDAY-SCHOOL DIRECTOR'S GUIDE. Sloan.
net.
SUNDAY-SCHOOL TEACHER'S GUIDE. Sloan.
SURE WAY TO A HAPPY MARRIAGE. Taylor.
TALKS WITH THE LITTLE ONES ABOUT THE
net,
APOSTLES' CREED. Religious H. C. J.
TEXTUAL CONCORDANCE OF THE HOLY SCRIP-

TURES.

40

net,

J.

SUNDAY MISSAL, THE.

0.75:

25
50

1

1

60
75

net, 3 00

2 volume edition,

SPIRITUAL RETREATS FOR SISTERS.

2 25

Zollnernet,

WiRTH.

VENERATION OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN. RohnerBrennan.
VICTORIES OF THE MARTYRS. St. Alphonsus Li-

00

1

50
10
25

50

net.

net,

guori.

1

VIGIL HOUR. Ryan, S.J. Paper.
VISITS TO JESUS IN THE TABERNACLE. Lasance.
St.
VISITS TO THE MOST HOLY SACRAMENT.

1

SO
07

Alphonsus Liguori.

VOCATION.

Van Tricht-Conniff.

Paper,

VOCATIONS EXPLAINED. Cut flush,
WAY OF INTERIOR PEACE. De Lehen, S.J.
WAY OF SALVATION AND OF PERFECTION.

10
net,

1

SO

net.

1

SO
OS

St.

Alphonsus Liguori.

WAY OF THE CROSS. Illustrated. Paper,
WAY OF THE CROSS, THE. Large-type edition. Method
Illustrated.
cf St. Alphonsus Liguori.
WAY OF THE CROSS. Illustrated. Eucharistic method.
Illustrated.
Father.
Jesuit
WAY OF THE CROSS. By a
WAY OF THE CROSS. St. Fr.\ncis of Assisi. Illustrated.
Liguori.
Alphonsus
WAY OF THE CROSS. Illustrated. St.
WHAT CATHOLICS HAVE DONE FOR SCIENCE.
net,
Brennan.
WHAT THE CHURCH TEACHES. Drury. Paper, 0.30;
Cloth,
WHAT TIMES! WHAT MORALS! Semple, S.J. Paper,
0.20; Cloth,
net.
WITH CHRIST, MY FRIEND. Sloan.
WITH GOD.

Lasance.

Imitation leather,

1.25;

1

60
50

90
2

CATHOLICITY.

YOUNG MAN'S

GUIDE.

Sadlier.

Lasance.

25

American

Seal,

WOMEN OF

15
15
15
15
15

Imitation leather,

net.

00
50
75

NOVELS
HARD SAYING. Mulholland.
BACK TO THE WORLD. Champol.

AGATHA'S'

BALLADS OF CHILDHOOD. Earls, S.J.
BLACK BROTHERHOOD, THE. Garrold, S.J.
BOND AND FREE. Connor.
"BUT THY LOVE AND THY GRACE." Finn,
BY THE BLUE RIVER. Clarke.

net.

S.J.

CARROLL DARE. Waggaman.
CATTLE TRAIL OF THE PRAIRIES.
CIRCUS-RIDER'S DAUGHTER. Brackel.
CLIMBING THE ALPS.
CONNOR D'ARCY'S STRUGGLES. Bertholds.
CORINNE'S VOW. Waggaman.

DAUGHTER OF KINGS. A. Hinkson.
DION AND THE SIBYLS. Keon.
DOUBLE KNOT, A, AND OTHER STORIES.
ELDER MISS AINS'BOROUGH.
ESQUIMAUX, THE.
FABIOLA. Wiseman.
FABIOLA'S SISTERS.

Taggart.

Clarke.

FATAL BEACON, THE. Brackel.
FAUSTULA. Ayscough.
FINE CLAY. Clarke.
FLOWERS OF THE CLOISTER. La Motte.
FORGIVE AND FORGET. Lingen.
FRIENDLY LITTLE HOUSE, THE, AND OTHER
STORIES.
FURS AND FUR HUNTERS.
GRAPES OF THORNS. Waggaman.

HANDLING MAIL FOR MILLIONS.
HEART OF A MAN, THE. Maker.
HEARTS OF GOLD. Edhor.
HEIRESS OF CRONENSTEIN. Hahn-Hahn.
HER BLIND FOLLY. Holt.
HER FATHER'S DAUGHTER. Hinkson.
HER FATHER'S SHARE. Power.
HER JOURNEY'S END. Cooke.
IDOLS; OR THE SECRET OF THE RUE CHAUSSEE
D'ANTIN. Navery.
IN GOD'S GOOD TIME. Ross.
IN THE DAYS OF KING HAL. Taggart.
IN SPITE OF ALL. Staniforth.
IVY HEDGE, THE. Egan.

KIND HEARTS AND CORONETS.

Harrison.

LADY OF THE TOWER, THE, AND OTHER STORIES,
LIFE UNDERGROUND.
LIGHT OF HIS COUNTENANCE. Harte,
9

SO

net,
net,
net,
net,
net,

1

1

SO
25
25
35

mt,

1

00

net,
net,
Jiet,

1

SO
SO
50

"LIKE UNTO A MERCHANT."
LINKED LIVES. Douglas.

LITTLE CARDINAL, THE.
]\IARCELLA GRACE.

Gray.

net,

Parr.

Mulholland.

MARIAE COROLLA. (Poems.) Hill,
MARIE OF THE HOUSE D'ANTERS.
MELCHIOR OF BOSTON. Earls, S.J.
MIGHTY FRIEND, THE. L'Ermite.
MIRROR OF SHALOTT. Benson.
MISS ERIN. Francis.
MONK'S PARDON, THE. Navery.
MR. BILLY BUTTONS. Lecky.
MY LADY BEATRICE. Cooke.

C.P.
Earls,

S'.J.

NOT A JUDGMENT. Keon.
ON PATROL WITH A BOUNDARY RIDER.
ONLY ANNE. Clarke.
OTHER MISS LISLE, THE. Martin.
OUT OF BONDAGE. Holt.
OUTLAW OF CAMARGUE. Lamothe.
PASSING SHADOWS. Yorke.
PAT. Hinkson.
PERE MONNIER'S WARD. Lecky.
PILKINGTON HEIR, THE.

Sadlier.

PRISONERS' YEARS'. Clarke.
PRODIGAL'S DAUGHTER, THE. BuGG.
PROPHET'S WIFE, THE. Browne.

RED INN OF ST. LYPHAR. Sadlier.
REST HOUSE, THE. Clarke.
ROAD BEYOND THE TOWN, AND OTHER POEMS.
Earls, S.J.

ROSE OF THE WORLD. Martin.
ROUND TABLE OF AMERICAN CATHOLIC
NOVELISTS.
ROUND TABLE OF FRENCH CATHOLIC NOVELISTS.

net,
net.

1

net,
net,

1

1

00
35
25
50
50

net,

net, G 50

ROUND TABLE OF GERMAN CATHOLIC NOVELISTS.
net,
ROUND TABLE OF IRISH AND ENGLISH CATHOLIC
NOVELISTS.
net,
net,
RUBY CROSS, THE. Wallace.
net,
RULER OF THE KINGDOM, THE. Keon.
SECRET CITADEL, THE. Clarke.
SECRET OF THE GREEN VASE. Cooke.
SENIOR LIEUTENANT'S WAGER, THE, AND OTHER
STORIES.
SHADOW OF EVERSLEIGH, THE. Lansdowne.
SHIELD OF SILENCE, THE. Henry-Ruffin.
SO AS BY FIRE. Connor.
SOGGARTH AROON, THE. Guinan.
SON OF SIRO. Copus, S.J.
STORY OF CECILIA. Hinkson.
STREET SCENES IN DIFFERENT LANDS.
STUORE.

(Stories.)

Earls, S.J.
10

50

1
1

50
25
25

TEA^PEST OF THE HEART, THE. Gray.
TEST OF COURAGE, THE. Ross.
THAT MAN'S DAUGHTER. Ross.
THEIR CHOICE. Skinner.
THROUGH THE DESERT. Sienkiewicz.
TIDEWAY, THE. Ayscough.
TRAIL OF THE DRAGON, THE, AND OTHER

net

STORIES.

TRAINING OF SILAS'. Devine.
TRUE STORY OF MASTER GERARD.
TURN OF THE TIDE. Gray.

Sadlier.

UNBIDDEN GUEST, THE. Cooke.
UNDER THE CEDARS AND THE STARS. Sheehan.
UNRAVELLING OF A TANGLE. Taggart.
UP IN ARDMUIRLAND. Barrett, O.S.B.
VOCATION OF EDWARD CONWAY. Egan.
WARGRAVE TRUST, THE. Reid.
V/AY THAT LED BEYOND, THE. Harrison.
WEDDING BELLS OF GLENDALOUGH. Earls, S.J.
WEST AND THE GREAT PETRIFIED FOREST, THE.
WHEN LOVE IS STRONG. Keon.
WINNING OF THE NEW WEST, THE.

WOMAN OF FORTUNE.

Reid.

net,

1

25

DIMPLING'S SUCCESS.

Mulholland.

net,

ETHELRED PRESTON. Finn.
EVERY-DAY GIRL, AN. Crowley.
FAIRY OF THE SNOWS, THE. Finn.

FIVE BIRDS IN A NEST. Delamare.
FIVE O'CLOCK STORIES.
FLOWER OF THE FLOCK, THE. Egan.

FOR THE WHITE ROSE. Htnkson.
FRED'S LITTLE DAUGHTER. Smith.
FREDDY CARR'S ADVENTURES. Garrold.
FREDDY CARR AND HIS FRIENDS. Garrold.
GOLDEN LILY, THE. Hinkson.
GREAT CAPTAIN, THE. Hinkson.
GUILD BOYS' PLAY AT RIDINGDALE. Bearne.
HALDEMAN CHILDREN, THE. Mannix.

HARMONY

FLATS.

Whitmire.

HARRY DEE. Finn.
HARRY RUSSELL. Copus.
HEIR OF DREAMS, AN. O'Malley.
HIS FIRST AND LAST APPEARANCE. Finn.
HOSTAGE OF WAR, A. Bonesteel.
HOW THEY WORKED THEIR WAY. Egan.
IN
IN

QUEST OF ADVENTURE. Mannix.
QUEST OF THE GOLDEN CHEST.

TACK.

Religious H. C.

Barton.

J.

JACK HILDRETH ON THE NILE. Taggart.
JACK-O'LANTERN. Waggaman.
JUNIORS OF ST. BEDE'S. Bryson.
JUVENILE ROUND TABLE. First Series, Second

Series,

Third Series, each,

KLONDIKE PICNIC, A. Donnelly.
LEGENDS AND STORIES OF THE HOLY CHILD
JESUS. LuTz.
LITTLE APOSTLE ON CRUTCHES. Delaware.
LITTLE GIRL FROM BACK EAST. Roberts.
LITTLE LADY OF THE HALL. Rveman.
LITTLE MARSHALLS AT THE LAKE. Nixon-Roulet.
LITTLE MISSY. Waggaman.
LOYAL BLUE AND ROYAL SCARLET. Taggart.
LUCKY BOB. Finn.

MAD

KNIGHT, THE.

Schaching.

MADCAP SET AT ST. ANNE'S. Brunowe.
MAKING OF MORTLAKE. Copus.
MAN FROM NOWHERE, THE. Sadlier.
MARKS OF THE BEAR CLAWS. Spalding.
MARY TRACY'S FORTUNE. Sadlier.
MELOR OF THE SILVER HAND. Bearne.
MILLY AVELING. Smith.
MIRALDA. Johnston.
MORE FIVE O'CLOCK STORIES.
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MOSTLY BOYS. Finn.
MYSTERIOUS DOORWAY. Sadlies.
MYSTERY OF CLEVERLY. Barton.
MYSTERY OF HORNBY HALL.
Sadlier.
NAN NOBODY. Waggaman.
NED RIEDER. Wehs.
NEW BOYS AT RIDINGDALE. Bearne.
NEW SCHOLAR AT ST. ANNE'S. Brunowe.
OLD CHARLMONT'S SEED-BED. Smith.
OLD MILL ON THE WITHROSE. Spalding.
ON THE OLD CAMPING GROUND. Mannix.

OUR LADY'S LUTENIST. Bearne.
PANCHO AND PANCHITA. Mannix.
PAULINE ARCHER. Sadlier.
PERCY WYNN. Finn.
PERIL OF DIONYSIO, THE. Mannix.
PETRONILLA, AND OTHER STORIES.
PICKLE AND PEPPER. Dorsey.
PILGRIM FROM IRELAND. Carnot.
PLAYWATER PLOT, THE. Waggaman.
POLLY DAY'S ISLAND.
POVERINA.

Copus.

SANDY JOE. Waggaman.
Sandeau.
SEVEN LITTLE MARSHALLS. Nixon-Roulet.
SHADOWS LIFTED. Copus.
SHEER PLUCK. Bearne.
SHERIFF OF THE BEECH FORK. Spalding.
SHIPMATES. Waggaman.
STRONG-ARM OF AVALON. Waggaman.
SUGAR CAMP AND AFTER. Spalding.
SUMMER AT WOODVILLE, A. Sadlier.
TALES AND LEGENDS OF THE MIDDLE AGES'.
SEA-GULL'S ROCK.

Capella.

TALISMAN, THE. Sadlier.
TAMING OF POLLY, THE. Dorsey.
THAT FOOTBALL GAME. Finn.
THAT OFFICE BOY. Finn.
THREE LITTLE GIRLS, AND ESPECIALLY ONE.
Taggart.

TOLD IN THE TWILIGHT.
TOM LOSELY: BOY. Copus.
TOM PLAYFAIR. Finn.

Salome.

Waggaman.

TOORALLADDY. Walsh.
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Roberts.

RACE FOR COPPER ISLAND. Spalding.
RECRUIT TOMMY COLLINS. Bonesteel,
RIDINGDALE FLOWER SHOW. Bearne.
ROMANCE OF THE SILVER SHOON. Bearne.

TOM'S LUCK-POT.

1

1

Buckenham.

CUTHBERT'S.
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Donnelly.
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QUEEN'S PAGE, THE. Hinkson.
QUEEN'S PROMISE, THE. Waggaman.
QUEST OF MARY SELWYN. Clementia.
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